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ABSTRACT
The Integration of Art: A Multiple Case Study of Science, Technology, Engineering, Art,
and Math (STEAM) Schools in Three Schools in Southern California

By Reyna Smith
Purpose: The purpose of this qualitative multi-case study was to describe and analyze
how schools that implement a STEAM program include the arts in their integrated
program. The study focused on 3 K-12 schools in Southern California that are located in
the Antelope Valley high desert region of the state. This multi-case study analyzed an
elementary school, a middle school, and a high school that are in different districts in the
area.
Methodology: This multi-case study used qualitative data to analyze the research
questions regarding art infusion in STEAM programs and teacher and leader
perspectives. Drawing from interviews of teachers and teacher leaders working in
STEAM programs that infuse the arts, this study describes common features of schools
implementing an art infused STEAM program.
Findings: The findings from the study indicate that STEAM education programs follow a
clear vision that is founded on project-based learning principles that allow students to
produce art. The 15 structured interview, artifacts, and researcher notes identified 13
themes, 4 major findings, and 1 unexpected finding.
Conclusions: It is concluded that school districts must work to employ leaders with
exceptional qualities, such passionate, vision, and strategic skills in developing
community partnerships and building resources. It is also concluded that STEAM
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schools must designate ample time for teacher collaboration and training in order to
engage students in project-based explorative learning.
Recommendations: Further studies can replicate this study in other geographic locations
in California. Another study could compare leadership style and qualities from other
regions. Comparisons can be made between students in STEAM programs and students
not currently in a STEAM program. A study can determine the implications of
professional developed for STEAM teachers, leaders, and district staff.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
A recent headline in the Chicago Tribune proclaimed, the United States is now the
world’s second most competitive economy (Paquette, 2017). This proclamation was
based on the United States climbing to an 8 year high in global rankings, according to an
analysis published by the World Economic Forum in the latest Global Competitiveness
Report (Paquette, 2017). The report asserted that the U.S. leads much of the world in
higher education, job training, quality of companies, and technological capabilities.
However, the report also indicated that the U.S. lagged behind in 29th place when scored
for primary education (K-12 Education). It implied that in order for the U.S. to maintain a
strong competitive advantage, K-12 education will need to improve 21st century
curriculum and instruction programing.
Economic competitiveness has impacted the way the higher education system
produce more graduates with training and expertise in the fields of science, technology,
and math (Chen, 2013). To maintain a competitive edge globally, the U.S. needed to staff
jobs in science, technology, engineering and math fields (STEM). “Within the U.S. there
are not enough students graduating with STEM degrees to support the needs of the STEM
workforce” (Wang, 2012, p. 1). According to the Organization for Economic
Co-Operation and Development (OECD), 15-year-olds (high school students) in the U.S.
fell behind internationally, ranking 25th in mathematics and 17th in science among
industrialized nations (U.S. Department of Education, 2015; Zakaria, 2011). Chen (2013)
identified experiences in high school as important and relevant to attrition rates in STEM
fields in higher education.
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To produce more graduates in STEM fields, the U.S. will need to focus on
changes that begin at the K-12 level first. In response, The No Child Left Behind Act
(NCLB), was signed January 8, 2001 by President George W. Bush to reform K-12
education. This reform stressed that students in public schools achieve learning goals, it
created state accountability and set plans to recruit and maintain high quality teachers in
K-12 education (G. Bush, 2001). NCLB was created to level the playing field for all
students by holding districts and schools accountable for student learning. The Bush
administration also implemented The American Competitiveness Initiative in 2006 which
provided grants for schools-research based curricula and interventions and sought more
highly qualified math and science teachers. This initiative also focused on the reinforcing
of 21st century skills (G. Bush, 2006). The America Competes Act of 2007 also executed
by the Bush Administration, followed to provide funding to improve instruction in math
and access to Advance Placement (AP) courses through extensive teacher training (G.
Bush, 2007). This was one of the more recent initiatives included the America
Competes Act of 2010. This act was a reauthorization by President Barack Obama that
supported research programs to increase student interest and participation in STEM,
improve public literacy in STEM and improve student and learning in STEM (Holdren,
2011). The above initiatives focused on keeping America’s workforce competitive, an
achievement that can only be reached through addressing the pressing needs of American
education (Mechaber, 2011).
While educational reforms from 2001to 2011 have strategized to produce skilled
graduates in STEM, clarity of the meaning and definition of STEM programs was
needed. Although definitions of STEM education are still unclear and inconsistent, some
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commonalities among educators exist. The California Department of Education asserted
that STEM education should include critical thinking in real world context of science,
technology, engineering and mathematics (California Department of Education[CDE],
2018a). Other sources have emphasized interdisciplinary strategies when teaching a
STEM curriculum (Billiar et al., 2014; Bouwma-Gearhart et al., 2014; Carter, 2013;
Morgan et al., 2013). One interdisciplinary approach stressed Project Based Learning
(PBL) as an integral part of STEM education because it encourages active learning of
STEM concepts in the context of authentic problems (Billiar et. al, 2014) PBL offers a
problem-based learning component to STEM that allows students to develop their
problem-solving skills in addition to enhancing community awareness.
U.S. leaders advocated an interdisciplinary approach to education to maintain a
globally competitive edge, it seemed that a major component was missing in a STEM
program. Chastain (2012) asserted that integrating arts into interdisciplinary programs
offered unique benefits to student learning by fostering innovative and creative thinking.
This addition may attract students to the fields of science, technology engineering, and
mathematics. The arts soon became a part of some STEM programs, thus creating the
new acronym, STEAM [Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, Mathematics]
(Daugherty, 2013).
STEAM education was deemed essential to the creative design process needed
when engineering, problem solving and working with technology (Fioriello, 2011;
Guyotte et al., 2014). Watson and Watson, (2013) maintained that the arts were the
avenue through which science and technology was interpreted. Innovation and ingenuity
were de-emphasized in the curriculum when initiatives, such as NCLB pushed for math
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and English standards to take center stage. If one of the goals of STEM education is to
increase innovation and creativity in the U.S., “then it makes perfect sense to integrate
artistic design, artistic expression, reflection, and a multi-sensory appeal in the
curriculum” (Daugherty, 2013, p. 14).
Cigarroa (2018) studied the power of the arts and its effect on students
academically, socially and behaviorally. She concluded that 5th grade students in her
study showed they enjoyed coming to school for music and arts, were more focused,
motivated, and involved in their learning while also practicing communication skills. She
argued that students at the elementary level do not get enough exposure to music and art.
Daugherty’s (2013) research pointed to a connection between the arts and STEM as the
arts provided innovation through analogies, models, and skills. He described that STEM
used the left half of the brain while the arts used the right hemisphere where creativity
and innovation are fostered. His research supported claims that the combination of both
STEM and the arts would provide students the most optimal outcomes in learning.
Daugherty (2013) suggested the connection between the arts, creativity and workplace
readiness.
In summary, the U.S. has aimed to maintain its economic competitiveness by
producing more graduates in STEM fields. The STEM fields of science, technology,
engineering, and math emphasized by federal initiatives which prioritized educational
strategies leading to more qualified teachers and improved math and science instruction.
STEM education was born from the initiatives promoted primary education as the
pipeline to higher education and the work force. It is important to study the integration of
the arts in STEM learning across various grade levels.
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Background
To understand the background and issues of STEAM education, a review relevant
research will establish the foundation of this study. This background will introduce
research areas to be expanded in Chapter II of this study. The broad topics to be covered
in this background include; US global competitiveness and science, Educational reform
starting with K-12, STEM in higher education, STEM education, the transition from
STEM to STEAM and the Arts in STEAM programs.
U.S. Global Competitiveness
Diaz-Rubio (2013) reported that there is a clear link between the success of the
nation and the ability of its workers to compete globally. U.S. leaders and educators have
addressed the national concern for competing globally by establishing initiatives to
generate more workers in STEM jobs. It was found however, that the U.S. continues to
struggle to fill jobs with people who have the skills to work in STEM related fields. One
example of this was a report from Microsoft indicating that it was unable to fill more than
6,000 high-paying technology-related jobs because the job applicants lacked the
necessary education and skills (Diaz-Rubio, 2013). The American public school system
has failed to meet the educational needs of our increasingly diverse student population
and the changing demands of our ever more technology-based economy according to
Diaz-Rubio, (2013). Diaz-Rubio (2013) maintained that to prepare the U.S. workforce,
U.S. schools need to focus on STEM education.
American leaders have consciously pushed for STEM education to stimulate
interest in the sciences. As far back as 1957, President Dwight Eisenhower urged
Americans to embark on the “Space Race” with Sputnik. Grubbs (2014) credited the
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launch of Sputnik in 1957, as the origin for the attention given to science and technology
in U.S. and how crucial the first space race was to science education reform. Since the
Space Race, presidents have promoted science education reforms that begin in grades K12 to make an impact in higher education and later, the workforce.
21st Century Educational Reforms
Some of the major educational reforms in the U.S. included The NCLB Act of
2001, The American Competitiveness Initiatives in 2006, The America Competes Act of
2007, and the Reauthorization of The America Competes Act of 2010. The NCLB Act of
2001 was signed by President George W. Bush to create accountability for states by
penalizing schools for prolonged failure to have students meet standards in math and
language Arts. Additionally, the act established plans to recruit and maintain high quality
teachers in K-12 education (G. Bush, 2001).
The Bush administration also employed The American Competitiveness Initiative
of 2006, which aimed to increase the number math and science teachers and scientists. It
proposed to accomplish this by providing grants for schools-research based interventions
and required more highly-qualified math and science teachers. This initiative also
introduced the idea of strengthening 21st century skills, which would promote scientific
exploration (G. Bush, 2006).
Similar to The American Competitiveness Initiative, President Bush also
approved the America Competes Act of 2007 to improve math instruction and provide
students more access. Students would be able to take Advanced Placement courses after
schools implemented extensive teacher professional learning (G. Bush, 2007). Generally,
The America Competes Act of 2007 aimed to produce more professionals with STEM
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degrees and provided more opportunities for students to participate in STEM learning. It
also continued to provide states and schools with accountability measures (G. Bush,
2001-2007). After President Bush’s initiatives, President Barack Obama reauthorized The
America Competes Act in 2010. The reauthorization supported research programs to
increase student interest and participation in STEM. The reauthorization improved
literacy and learning in STEM education (Holdren, 2011). Political leaders have worked
to establish and refine educational reforms in K-12 schools to support the need for more
STEM interest and graduates in higher education.
STEM in Higher Education
Education leaders and researchers have analyzed reasons why students have been
less interested in STEM careers and how that has led to few people ready to fill STEM
jobs in the workforce. “In light of the nation’s need to build a strong STEM workforce
for the future, an examination of STEM attrition in U.S. postsecondary education is
warranted” (Chen, 2013, p. 2). Chen (2013) pointed out that keeping more students in
STEM fields in college was key to addressing the STEM workforce shortage.
Chen (2013) examined the attrition at postsecondary education by analyzing the
enrollment choices of students that resulted in STEM graduates. He concluded that career
choices at the bachelor degree level included more students interested in biological/life
sciences. These students made up 11% of STEM entrants versus the only 2-3% of
students entering mathematics and physical sciences. Unfortunately, 50-70% of STEM
entrants left these fields before graduating by switching to a different field or exiting
college altogether (Chen, 2013, p. 4). At the associate degree level, STEM fields lost a
larger percentage of students but at the bachelor’s level the percentage of students lost
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was comparable to other fields. Primarily, lighter credit loads in STEM courses, less
challenging math courses, and performing poorly in STEM classes in the first year were
strongly associated with switching majors or not completing a degree at all. The study
analysis also showed that female students left STEM fields more frequently than males.
Chen’s (2013) study on attrition rates in higher education found that women,
underrepresented minorities, first-generation students, and those from low-income
backgrounds leave STEM fields at higher rates than their counterparts. He showed that
Blacks, Hispanics, and American Indians/Alaska Natives and students who are the first
members of their families to attend college had higher rates of leaving STEM fields.
There is also evidence linking STEM attrition to such attitudinal factors as motivation,
confidence, and beliefs about one’s capacity to learn STEM subjects (Huang et al., 2000
as cited in Chen, 2013). Studying enrollment choices resulting in STEM graduates helps
gain understanding of factors contributing to the interest in STEM fields and the shortage
in producing workers for needed jobs.
STEM in K-12 Education
Bouwma-Gearhart (2014) agreed that many voices are calling for postsecondary
education improvement in STEM fields. While higher education required a successful
STEM pipeline, higher education also needed to be able to maintain the students that
register for STEM classes (Bouwma-Gearheart, 2014). STEM education at the
elementary and secondary level (K-12) needs to be more clearly defined for connections
to me made. Barakos et al. (2012 stated:
The State Educational Technology Directors Association’s (SEDTA) defines
STEM as: the areas of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics which
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are initiatives started as a way to promote education in these related areas so that
students would be prepared to study STEM fields in college and pursue STEM
related careers. Schools with a strong emphasis on STEM education often
integrate science, technology, engineering, and mathematics into the whole
curriculum. (p. 3)
STEM education has been developing in K-12 schools across the nation and in California
for almost two decades but the pipeline to STEM skilled graduates and workers is still a
faulty one. Tofel-Grehl (2015) suggested that students cannot merely be exposed to
STEM learning for they need to be actively motivated to pursue STEM careers.
President Obama advised that the cost of inaction would be immeasurable for children
who never participate or are encouraged to participate in STEM subjects (CNN Wire
Staff, 2010).
Recent science and mathematics assessment scores in California further explain
the challenges attributed to teaching the sciences in K-12 education before students feed
into high education institutions. On the Grade 8 NAEP science assessment, only 22% of
California students tested proficient or above, and 47% tested below basic in science in
2011 (NAEP, 2013; Ong & Mclean, 2014). Similarly, only 16% of high school seniors
were proficient in mathematics and interested in a STEM career. Among those who did
go on to pursue a college major in the STEM fields, only about half chose to work in a
related career (U.S. Department of Education, 2015a).
State-wide scores in science and math subjects have not looked promising in the
last few years; this has further propelled coalitions such as STEM to devise strategies to
teach STEM subjects successfully using PBL approaches. The Information Technology
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and Innovation Foundation advised educators approach STEM learning through specific
strategies in order to lead an effective STEM program (Atkinson & Mayo, 2010). Some
of these strategies include PBL, Game Based Learning, (GBL), making use of the state
adopted Common Core Mathematical practices, and utilizing state adopted National
Science Standards and practices (Atkinson & Mayo, 2010, p. 55). Atkinson and Mayo
(2010) also pointed out how important it was for educators to shift to skills based
assessments and for the state to reduce core requirements for students. This would leave
more time for STEM programs to be explored. It would lead to an increase in funding for
STEM High Schools and the establishment of a STEM recruiting system (Atkinson &
Mayo, 2010, p. 11). Programs such as STEAM (Science, technology, engineering, art,
and mathematics) can enhance existing STEM based programs in K-12 schools.
From STEM to STEAM
Fioriello (2011) credited Judith A. Ramaley, the former director of the National
Science Foundation’s education and human-resources division, for creating the acronym
STEM and officially starting the STEM program. After the introduction of STEM
education in U.S. a similar program in California emerged called STEAM education.
There have been calls to expand STEM education to include the arts and design,
transforming STEM into STEAM (Guyotte et al., 2014). Guyotte et al. (2014) studied the
transition from STEM to STEAM and noted that making connections between subjects
was fundamental to successfully teach STEAM. They saw the relationship between the
creative design process and engineering. “Creative and synthetic thinking to enhance
student interest and learning in science and mathematics; and showing the value in
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exploring the science and mathematics that underpin different artistic techniques
conceptualizes the connections between disciplines” (Guyotte et al., 2014, p. 12).
Ghanbari (2000) described the arts as both visual and performance-based
practices that use varied media. In 1965, The National Endowment for the Arts (NEA)
defined the arts to include music, dance, drama, folk art, graphic art, creative writing,
architecture, painting, sculpture, photography, crafts, industrial design, costume and
fashion design, motion pictures, television, radio, and sound recording (NEA, 2019).
Daugherty (2013) argued that art was a way of knowing and learning that would expand
STEM learning so that it could be seen as a different way of seeing the world. Tarnoff
(2011) stated there was no question that STEM skills were vital for this country’s edge,
but many educators would argue that STEM is missing a key set of creativity related
components that are equally critical to fostering a competitive and innovative workforce
p.1. Those skills are summarized in the letter “A” for arts, according to Tarnoff (2011).
The Arts in STEAM
“A” skills in 21st century actually apply to a larger, broader segment of the
workforce than STEM skills. Eger (2013) agreed that a new economy was emerging and
it required creativity, imagination, and innovation. Lichtenberg et al. (2007) studied the
importance of innovation in the workforce and in K-12 education and concluded that the
arts-music, creative writing, drawing, dance- provide skills sought by employers.
Researchers have been divided in their conclusions of the value of the arts. Some believe
that the arts are valuable as a tool for mastering the other STEAM subjects while others
believe that the artistic skills themselves hold the most value.
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Daugherty (2013) explained that arts advocates have tried to make the case that
the arts are important because they improve students’ performance in traditional
academic subjects, such as reading and mathematics. However, others believe there is a
need to expand the role of the arts in STEM education to emphasize artistic skills for
themselves. The core these efforts all focus on the role of creativity, the benefits of
interdisciplinary learning, the interconnectivity between disciplinary concepts, the role
that knowledge from one discipline might have in learning in the other, and the benefits
of a meta-discipline (Daugherty, 2013). The addition of “A” in STEAM is an effort in
education to strengthen the role of creative design in learning STEM disciplines.
The STEM disciplines require artistic thinking to ensure that the final design
appeals to the aesthetic sense of consumers in the products created for the commercial
market (Watson & Watson, 2013). Watson and Watson (2013) emphasized that the
importance of the arts when they concluded that artistic thinking in the education of
scientists and engineers improved their ability to create relevant products and services.
The inclusion of the arts in teaching STEM does not minimize any aspect of the STEM
disciplines; it makes them stronger, more engaging, and relevant to students. The arts
contribute to STEM education by exposing students to a different way of seeing the
world (Watson & Watson, 2013). Watson and Watson (2013) believe that
STEAM does not merely add art to STEM, it changes STEM’s focus from better
test scores in the core STEM academic disciplines to better quality of inclusive
thinking and from focus on the development of a larger, technically
competent workforce to one that is also more innovative. (p. 4)
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Wheat (2005) reported in her study of an art infused classroom, that learning
through the arts increased motivation. Students were more highly motivated when the
arts were integrated with the academic curriculum. Cigarroa (2018) asserted that student
attendance rates were shown to be higher at schools where music and arts programs were
offered into their curriculum. Although research indicates there are numerous benefits to
STEAM education and specifically the Arts, few programs have outlined what a
successful STEAM plan incorporates.
Statement of the Research Problem
The push for STEAM education has grown from a concern for the low number of
future professionals ready to fill STEM jobs and careers and economic and educational
competitiveness (Brown et al., 2011). Low student interest and enrollment in STEM
studies is a matter of national and international concern (Billiar et al., 2014). Students are
less interested in these fields which mean graduation rates in these fields are also lower
than ever before. If the graduation rates continue with this trend, there will be a
workforce shortage in areas of engineering and science fields (Fioriello, 2011).
Former astronaut Sally Ride stated that American students need new inspiration to
learn math and science subjects in order to compete in the global workforce and help
restore the United States as a leader in innovative research and development (CNN Wire
Staff, 2010). She also expressed that the U.S. had slipped in global rankings in these
areas among students and urged society to refocus on the importance of math and science
education. STEM is considered paramount to America’s economic competitiveness in the
twenty-first century (Hansen & Gonzalez, 2014). In 2013 just 26% of students scored at
or above the proficient level in math across the nation in state test scores (Heitin, 2014).
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Creating interest and motivating new generations of students is critical for the U.S.
education system and the country’s capacity to remain a global influence. To counteract
the lack of interest in math and science fields by many students, there is a pressing need
for innovative STEM curricula that elicit student excitement for learning (Rockland et al.,
2010 as cited in Billiar et al., 2010). Although educators agree on the benefits of STEM
learning, there is still a gap between understanding how innovation is injected in learning
through what is now known as a STEAM program (Donner & Wang, 2013; Ong &
McLean, 2014; Fioriello, 2011; Hansen & Gonzalez, 2014).
STEM learning promotes science learning but the newest variation of the
initiative demands an exploration of an artistic component. According to Watson and
Watson, (2013) there is a need to extend the model of STEM to integrate the fields of art
and design. They point out that the lines between art and science have been blurred for
years. It would be valuable to examine how art has become a component of STEM.
Initiatives that seek to prepare students for future STEAM related fields would benefit
from this type of exploration. In this exploration of art in STEM learning it is not yet
clear how such integration should be carried out or whether art should be fully integrated
to create a STEAM acronym. However, it is clear that art education has a great deal to
offer the STEM movement (Daugherty, 2013).
To understand how art in STEAM programs work leaders and their work need to
be fully examined. Education researcher Eng (2013) suggested that school leaders needed
to be surveyed to identify best strategies and obstacles faced while implementing a new
program such as STEAM. Parents and teachers also need to be surveyed and interviewed
to find what strategies they perceived to be most effective when implementing a program
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of this nature. Brown and Borrego (2013) asked how STEM related courses in K-12 were
imbedded and how they should be integrated. Bouwma-Gearhart (2014) believed it was
critical for educators and researchers be identified and empowered to study the different
disciplines in STEAM to develop theories about practices and norms.
Researching further STEAM structures is necessary as there are several gaps in
the framework for science and technology education and integration. For example, one
group of researchers, Cheema and Galluzzo (2013), focused their attention on analyzing
the achievement gap in mathematics. Daugherty (2013) suggested that inquiries be done
to clarify how the integration of the “A” in STEAM should be carried out. He asked if it
will be fully integrated or only as a method of teaching STEM subjects.
Few studies have reviewed STEAM programs as a whole and observed their
fundamental frameworks (Bouwma-Gearhart, 2014; Brown & Borrego, 2013; Dugger,
2015). This study will focus on three schools with a STEAM based programs in order to
better understand how the “A” in Art has become an integral part of STEM education.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this qualitative multi-case study was to describe and analyze how
schools that implement a STEAM program include the arts in their integrated program.
The study focuses on three K-12 schools in Southern California that are located in the
Antelope Valley high desert region of the state. This multi-case study analyzed an
elementary school, a middle school and a high school that are in different districts in the
area.
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Research Questions
This study explored the following research questions:
1. How do schools that implement a STEAM program include the arts in
their integrated school program?
2. What are common features of schools implementing a STEAM program
pertaining to including the arts in their integrated program?
3. What do school leaders and teachers believe are the necessary criteria for
successfully including the arts in their schools STEAM program?
4. What do school leaders and teachers believe are obstacles for including
the arts in their schools STEAM program?
Significance of the Problem
According to the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development
(OECD), 15-year-olds in the U.S. rank 17th in the world in science and 25th in math
(Zakaria, 2011). Since National and State test scores indicated a need for alternative
education programs, initiatives such as STEM have surfaced in the last decade.
Additionally, STEM researchers Morgan et al. (2013) describe the STEM PBL initiative
as providing contextualized, authentic experiences necessary for students to scaffold
learning and build meaningfully powerful science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics concepts supported by language arts, social studies, and art.
STEM programs have also led to the development of new content standards for
teaching and learning math and science, CCSS, and NGSS (CDE, 2015). The Next
Generation Science Standards include methods for integrating STEM subjects while
teaching science content standards. In 2008, The Conference Board and Americans for
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the Arts, in association with the American Association of School Administrators,
conducted a survey of 244 corporate executives and school superintendents in an attempt
to define their needs (Daugherty, 2013). The study, Ready to Innovate, demonstrated that
companies are clearly looking for employees that exhibit the creativity provided by the
arts education. The findings indicated that companies want employees who can identify
problems, identify new patterns, integrate knowledge across disciplines, originate new
ideas, and work with a fundamental curiosity (Lichtenberg et al., 2008, as cited in
Daugherty, 2013).
Despite the apparent benefits of integrating the arts, there has been resistance in
establishing the arts as a viable and complex academic branch of learning that is essential
to a well-rounded education (Ghanbari, 2014). Educational researchers see artistic
elements as valuable skills to acquire among the various subjects. Now there is also new
understanding that subjects should not be taught in isolation, just as they do not exist in
isolation in the real world or the workforce (Ong & Mclean, 2014). Bakshi (2015)
suggested that future research can identify key characteristics of an integrated curriculum
and how it may better support student instruction using expectations from NGSS (Bakshi,
2015). In supporting the teaching of integrated curricula the arts have found a new
pathway back into the academic branches of learning, especially in STEAM education.
This qualitative study explored STEAM programs in California K-12 schools.
The study looked at STEAM implementation, particularly how the arts are integrated in
the program according to leader and teacher perceptions. This study can serve as a guide
for school leaders looking to implement a STEAM based program in a K-12 school. The
results of the study may influence future teacher professional development in school
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districts by providing insight on art integration of STEAM and how it can co-exist with
new state mandated curriculum or other initiatives, such as subject integration and PBL.
Definitions of Terms
The terms included in the study are defined to give the reader background
information regarding STEM and STEAM concepts. According to Roberts (2010)
definitions provide the reader with meaning to terms that have the possibility of being
misunderstood.
Common Core. Real-world learning goals that would prepare students for college,
career, and beyond. Common Core standards were reviewed in 2011 and adopted by 45
states in 2013 as the expectations for elementary students through high school. (Burks et
al., 2015).
Integrated Curriculum. An integrated curriculum groups subject areas through
content by relating topics in an effort to motivate students and make connections among
central topics; an emphasis on projects, thematic units, and sources that go beyond
textbooks provides a rich, meaningful, and comprehensive learning experience (Barry,
2008, as cited in Costley, 2015)
Next Generation Science Standards. The Next Generation Science Standards
(NGSS) are K–12 science content standards that have clear set expectations for what
students should know and be able to do. They are based on the K-12 Framework in
Science Education created by the National Research Council in and is comprised of three
dimensions; Practices, core ideas, and crosscutting. The state of California adopted the
standards in 2013 (CDE, 2015a).
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Project Based Learning (PBL). PBL is a teaching method in which students gain
knowledge and skills by working for an extended period of time to investigate and
respond to an engaging and complex question, problem, or challenge. Essential Project
Design Elements include: Key knowledge, understanding, and success skills, challenging
problem solving or question, sustained inquiry, authenticity, student voice and choice,
reflection, critique and revision, and public product (Buck-Institute, 2016)
School Leaders. For the purpose of this study, school leaders refer to faculty
leading all or portions of their school’s STEAM program. This includes principals, vice
principals, school coordinators, district coordinators and teacher leaders. This does not
include community or parent leaders and volunteers and student leaders. School leaders
also refers to staff members specifically from any of the three schools participating in the
study in The Antelope Valley, Southern California. School leaders have a minimum of
one year working in the STEAM program at their school site.
Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Mathematics (STEAM). STEAM
differs from STEM in that it includes the art component into the program. “Arts” refers to
arts integration specifically for this study. A STEAM program is an interdisciplinary (or
transdisciplinary) approach that integrates knowledge from diverse academic disciplines
into authentic problem-/project-based learning experiences as related to instruction in
STEM content areas. Each of these is embedded with the scientific method and
engineering design processes, as well as 21st century skills (Basham et al., 2010 as cited
in Nkhata 2013) STEAM also integrates the arts into the teaching approach.
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) Education is an
interdisciplinary (or transdisciplinary) approach that integrates knowledge from diverse
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academic disciplines into authentic problem-/project-based learning experiences as
related to instruction in STEM content areas. Each of these is embedded with the
scientific method and engineering design processes, as well as 21st century skills
(Nkhata, 2013). The STEM framework is the same as STEAM but without the art
component.
Delimitations
Delimitations clarify the boundaries of the research study to narrow the scope of
the research (Roberts, 2010). This multi-case study could illuminate to school leaders and
educators how STEAM programs operate in various schools in Southern California. The
discussion did not determine what the impact of these programs or the effectiveness of
each program.
This study was delimited by the following factors:


This multiple-case study described schools that self-identified themselves as
operating a STEAM based program.



Only schools in different districts in The Antelope Valley region of Southern
California were examined.



STEAM program had a minimum of 1 full year of implementation.



The research focused on perceptions of teachers and school leaders working in
STEAM curriculum based program.



Data was collected from 15 teachers and school leaders working in STEAM
based programs for a minimum of 1 year.
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Organization of the Study
The remainder of the study is organized in four chapters, references, and
appendixes. Chapter II presents theoretical foundation and a review of the literature. It
covers four major areas; theoretical foundation, educational changes in the 20th century
public education, STEM education (definitions, teaching, learning, and curriculum) and
how STEM education became STEAM education to incorporate the arts. Chapter III
outlines the research design and methodology of the study as it includes a description of
the purpose, research questions, research design, population, sample, instrumentation,
data collection procedures, data analysis protocols and study limitations. Chapter IV
provides an explanation of the data collection, analysis of data and a discussion of
significant findings of the study. Chapter V addresses the results, conclusions, and
recommendations for further research.
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CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter describes the theoretical foundation and relevant literature necessary
to establish the underpinning for this study. After the theoretical foundation the literature
review is organized in four main sections. In the first section, the need for the U.S. to
maintain global competitiveness is established through historical elements and
educational reforms. In the second section, STEM education is described in higher
education and then in K-12 education. When providing insight into STEM education at
the K-12 level, the following concepts were reviewed: PBL, Common Core standards,
Next Generation science standards, and subject integration. The third section examines
the transition from STEM to STEAM programs as it identifies how the addition of the
arts in STEM enhanced all the disciplines. The fourth section covers the importance of
the arts in STEAM education.
Theoretical Foundation
Situated Cognition Theory
The theoretical foundation of this study focused on the situated cognition theory
(Robinson, 2016) and its relationship to the integration of arts education into a school
wide STEM program. Situated cognition is the presupposition that learning and
knowledge acquisition is embedded in an authentic context and activity within the culture
it resides (Robinson, 2016). Situated cognition theory connects doing to the notion that
all knowledge is situated in activities tied to social, cultural and physical contexts.
Learning is situated in the activity in which it is taking place and is integral to a culture’s
social practices. From this definition the notion of learning can be understood to be done
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by all in the community in the way or manner that the activities are done in real life
(Robinson, 2016).
Jenlink (2013) elaborated situated cognition theory as learning in a natural setting,
in conrast with most of classroom learning, as a fuction of the activity, context and
culture in which it is situatied. Wilson and Myers (2011) agreed that this shift was
consistent with more attention being given to more open instructional metaphors such as
learning environments and learning communities. He explained that situated cognition is
a research approach theory that relates social behavioral/psychological, and neural
perspectives of knowledge and action. He claimed that it should not only be considered
as concrete learning in specific situations but instead focus on the social and activity
systems where authentic practice takes shape. Wilson and Myers (2011) conclude that
although there is a lot of action in the world and within sociocultural groups, cognitive
processing occurs within the heads of individuals. This means that understanding the
mental processes of individuals is central to associated cognition and learning to
processes of enculturation. He explained this type of cognition in terms of the relations
among learners and the properties of specific environments. Learning cannot be separated
from the context in which it occurs. It is important that learning happens in real-life
contexts where knowledge is acquired by embedding the subject matter in the
experiences of the learner and by creating the opportunity for the learner to interact in the
context of real-life situations (Jenlink, 2013).
To understand how these processes develop, one needs to consider cognitive
characteristics and processes that (a) are considered integral to the study of art and (b) are
initiated by experiences and then later transferred to and utilized in non-art contexts
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(Hamblen, 1997). Art instruction can be a fundamental part of the situated cognitive
theory and experience. Art promotes creative behaviors, critical thinking, self-awareness,
social relations, lower absenteeism, and increased test scores in other subject areas
(Hamblen, 1997).
Cognition Integral to Visual Art Experience
Art offers ways of thinking (cognition) that are not taken into conscious account
in most school curricula, which is a qualitative, relational, connotative, and affective
(Hamblen, 1997). Art curricula proposals have been extended to include instruction in
aesthetics, art history, and art criticism, which offer significant occasions for critical
thinking (cognition), exploratory activities, and higher order thinking, according to
Hamblen (1997). She asserted that there is a relationship between art instruction and
academic achievement. Art provides students more extensive and elaborate repertoires of
hypotheses with which they can tests ideas against experience. Art production and art
response require active attentive involvement rather than passive learning. She states that
because when making or analyzing art the student most often is not entering a clearly
delineated format of procedures and meanings, therefore students are rewarded for trying
different approaches and taking risks. Disciplines such as science, technology, math and
engineering are realizing a gap in technical thinking and abstract construction, creativity
and application. This idea that curriculum such as STEM was missing an artistic
component initiated the addition to Art in STEM programs to create STEAM (Rabalais,
2014). The relation between cognition and the visual art experience resulted in
recommendations to further researchers investigate the quality of art-infused instruction
and art integration (Wheat, 2005).
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Cognitive Transfer From Art
The view of situated cognition provides a lens to understand the intended purpose
of STEM education and art integration (STEAM). Learners can obtain an understanding
of how things work in the world and how things are interconnected (Robinson, 2016). Art
learning can provide skills that are easily transferable to other subject matter. Artistic
cognitive benefits consist of abilities of translation and transfer, which give qualitative
nuances to language, speech, and social relationships (Hamblen, 1997).
The arts play an important role in human development, enhancing the growth of
cognitive, emotional, and psychomotor pathways (Sousa, 2006). Hamblen (1997) agreed
that art knowledge could provide occasions for linkages and transfer to other subjects. An
example offered by Hamblen included learning about the development of abstract artistic
styles at the beginning of the 20th century helps students understand parallel scientific
theories and historical events of that time in their history classes. The arts allow for more
complete cognition and language development inasmuch as the arts and language (verbal,
reading, and writing) share some of the same mental functions (Hamblen, 1997). The
cognitive skills gained through art integration can be transferred to non-art subjects,
which prompted the addition of the arts in programs such as STEAM. Art-infused
instruction may allow students, who have no particular interest in becoming a
professional engineer or scientist, to understand and apply those concepts more readily to
other endeavors (Daugherty, 2013). Situated cognitive theory and its interface with art as
a cognitive experience were presented as a theoretical and conceptual foundation for this
study. This foundation sets the stage for the remainder of the chapter which presents a
review of the literature for this study.
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Global Competitiveness
There is a link between the success of a nation and the ability of its workers to
compete globally (Diaz-Rubio, 2013). Since the 19th century, U.S. educators and
political leaders have publicly stressed for the U.S. to push for more science and
technology education. In 1945, Scientific Research Director, Vannevar Bush, advised the
public and both Presidents Roosevelt and Truman to take action in the face of a deficit of
science and technology students through a series of reports (V. Bush, 1945). The
National Research Foundation realized the concern from the persistence of such pioneers
and this paved the way for projects and programs like NASA in 1958 (Parks, 2008). In
2011, international assessments show U.S. students in elementary, middle, and high
school are being outperformed on assessments of mathematics and science by students
across Asia and Europe (Diaz-Rubio, 2013). There is a need for the US to compete with
other countries such as India and China because in these countries have excelled in
science and math (Fioriello, 2015). In order to compete globally U.S. Educational
researchers advocate increasing the science and technology education system for every
school around the country rather than basing it solely on reading, writing, and arithmetic
(Cheung & Slavin 2012; Duggar, 2010; Fioriello, 2015).
Although a push for science education has been scattered for centuries, recent
twentieth century leaders have pleaded to refocus attention on the matter through more
specific programs and national initiatives. Dr. John Wells, a member of the International
Technology and Engineering Educators Association (ITEEA) reported that after hearing a
presentation on the importance of space travel from then President Ronald Reagan said,
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“Beyond stressing education, NASA hopes to create an awareness of the space program
and hopes to inspire more students to study science and technology” (Grubbs, 2014,
p. 26).
Prior to the birth of NASA, President Eisenhower also urged Americans to
embark on the Space Race during the time the Soviet Union launched the Sputnik
satellite. With this he claimed it marked the beginning of the science and technology
movement (Chute, 2009; Daugherty, 2013; Peters & Woolley, 1957). Eisenhower
sought a new system of nation-wide testing of students, a system of incentives for
students pursuing scientific professional studies and to increase outputs of qualified
teachers. President Kennedy was another big contributor when he dramatically began the
expansion of the U.S. space program (Space Program, 2015). Years that caused a turning
point for American innovation through a much publicized space race and steady spotlight
on science technology were 1961 through 1963 (Woodruff, 2013).
21st Century Educational Reforms
Gardner (1983) from the National Commission on Excellence in Education
warned the American people and the Secretary of Education in his report, A Nation at
Risk of the serious shortage in key fields of math and sciences. He claimed that the nation
was no longer secure with exceptionally well trained men and women therefore
educational reform was needed. The NCLB Act of 2001, The American Competitiveness
Initiative of 2006, and The America Competes Act of 2007 and the Reauthorization of
the America Competes Act of 2010 were major educational reforms.
The NCLB Act of 2001 was signed by President George W. Bush to create
accountability for states by penalizing schools for prolonged and persistent failure to have
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students meet standards in math and language Arts. The Act also established plans to
recruit and maintain high quality teachers in K-12 education (G. Bush, 2001). The Bush
administration also enacted The American Competitiveness Initiative of 2006, which
aimed to increase the number math and science teachers and scientists. It provided grants
for schools-research based interventions and required more “highly-qualified” math and
science teachers. This initiative also introduced the idea of strengthening 21st century
skills, which would promote scientific exploration (G. Bush, 2006).
President Bush also approved the America Competes Act of 2007 to improve
math instruction and provide students more access. Students were able to take Advanced
Placement courses after schools implemented extensive teacher professional learning (G.
Bush, 2007). The America Competes Act of 2007 wanted to produce more professionals
with STEM degrees and provide more opportunities for students to participate in STEM
learning. It also continued to provide states and schools with accountability measures
(G. Bush, 2001-2007). President Barack Obama reauthorized The America Competes Act
in 2010. The reauthorization promoted research programs to increase student interest and
participation in STEM. The reauthorization improved literacy and learning in STEM
education (Holdren, 2011). Educational reforms have been political leaders’ responses to
national needs for more graduates in STEM fields.
STEM Education
Educational reforms in the 21st century have promoted STEM education as a
strategy for addressing the needs for filling STEM related jobs in the U.S. An
examination of STEM programs in higher education and then its development in K-12
education is a necessary exploration to clarify current STEM education programs.
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STEM in Higher Education
Fioriello (2015) from The National Science Foundation estimated that 80% of the
jobs created in the next decade will require some form of math and science skills. Many
studies have centered on why students in higher education have not been as interested
acquiring these skills and choosing STEM degrees. Chen (2013) examined STEM
attrition in U.S. postsecondary education and determined that keeping more students in
STEM fields in college was key to addressing the STEM workforce shortage.
To evaluate attrition in higher education Chen (2013) studied the enrollment
choices of students that resulted in STEM graduates. He found that students were more
interested in the biological and life sciences at the bachelor degree level. The statistics for
these students included 11% of STEM entrants versus the only 2-3% of students entering
mathematics and physical sciences. Additionally, 50-70% of STEM entrants left these
fields before graduating by switching to a different field or exiting college (Chen, 2013).
Chen (2013) attributed the percentages of students lost was due to lighter credit loads in
STEM courses, less challenging math courses, and performing poorly in STEM classes in
the first year. This typically resulted in students switching majors or not completing a
degree. Female students left STEM fields more frequently than males according to
Chen’s (2013) study. He found that women, underrepresented minorities, first-generation
students, and those from low-income backgrounds leave STEM fields at higher rates than
their counterparts. He also noted that Blacks, Hispanics, and American Indians/Alaska
Natives and students who are the first members of their families to attend college had
higher rates of leaving STEM fields. Lastly, there was also evidence linking STEM
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attrition to such attitudinal factors as motivation, confidence, and beliefs about one’s
capacity to learn STEM subjects (Chen, 2013).
Beggs et al. (2008) conducted a study to find the factors influencing college
students’ choice of major. They found that the highest rated determinant was genuine
interest in the subject with a 59% of respondents indicating it strongly influenced their
choice of major. Although students ranked matching interests as the highest importance
when choosing a major, Beggs et al. (2008) question the accuracy of student’s perceived
major and job characteristics. The researchers suggest it would be beneficial to determine
how students learn about majors and how to educate them on job characteristics before
they choose. Educators, politicians and researchers have expressed a need to shift the
focus of education back to the STEM disciplines in order to maintain a competitiveness
edge in the global economy. Statistics dictate a deficit of students studying these areas
and research claims the only way to generate more is to foster genuine interest in the
fields.
STEM in K-12 Education
STEM education is challenging to promote in higher education due to a lack of
consistency in STEM K-12 education. STEM education at the K-12 level has had vague
frameworks and definitions surrounding the initiative. The acronym STEM was first
coined as an educational term by the National Science Foundation (NSF) in the early
2000s by its director Judith A. Ramaley (Fioriello, 2011). Before this, the NSF used the
acronym SMET to refer to science, mathematics, engineering, and technology (Carter,
2013). Although the STEM acronym has remained firm in the last decade, defining what
STEM education involves needs more clarity.
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The CDE (2015a) has listed K-12 STEM Education as encompassing the
processes of critical thinking in which students integrate the concepts in real world
contexts of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. Similarly, Ong and
McLean (2014) from the Californians Dedicated to Education Foundation have defined
STEM as an interdisciplinary approach because it transcends the four disciplines, trains
students to engage in critical thinking, inquiry, and problem solving.
Researchers Basam et al. (2010) have settled on the definition of STEM as an
interdisciplinary system that integrates knowledge from diverse disciplines into authentic
problem-/PBL experiences (Nkhata, 2013). Researchers Barakos et al. (2012) noted that
in 2008, the State Educational Technology Directors Association’s (SEDTA) Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) report defined STEM as the areas of
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. They believed STEM initiatives
started as a way to promote education in these related areas so that students would be
prepared to study STEM fields in college and pursue STEM-related careers. Schools with
a strong emphasis on STEM education often integrate science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics into the curriculum. SEDTA also defined STEM as a group of related
content areas or a collection of disciplines important to pursuing a liberal arts education
(Barakos et al., 2012).
Brown et al. (2011) and Corvo (2015) also define STEM as a more integrated
approach often referred to as trans-disciplinary. In addition to being an integrated
approach, many scholars agree that a common theme includes STEM connecting to real
world problem solving (Barakos, 2012). Honey et al. (2014) describe STEM as a
hallmark of integrated approaches that uses real-world situations or problems.
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Researchers determined that STEM learning needed to give students opportunities to
demonstrate and solve authentic problems (Estes et al., 2014).
Although the STEM initiative does not have an established patented definition of
what it should involve, Woodruff, (2013) believed that specific components should be
present. According to Woodruff (2013), STEM is designed to encourage students to work
towards solving real-world problems in the four disciplines (science, technology,
engineering, and math). This is done completely with the end in mind that allows students
to gain twenty first century skills and be prepared for successful college careers, the
workforces, and everyday lives (Woodruff, 2013).
The vital importance of disciplines in STEM education were described by Dugger
(2015) a professor of Technology Education. He emphasized that science is designed so
that students learn about the natural world and tie that into the very relevant technology
of today. The four key processes he found are used in science to seek out the meaning of
the natural world are “inquiry,” “discovering what is,” “exploring,” and using “the
scientific method” (p. 2). He saw technology as a modification of the natural world to
meet human wants and needs and that it bonds the engineering with science and
mathematics. Engineering to him, was the profession in which knowledge of the
mathematical and natural sciences is applied with judgment to develop ways to utilize
economically the materials and forces of nature for the benefit of mankind. Finally,
mathematics is the science of relationships between numbers and patterns and the basis
for technology and computer innovation (Dugger. 2015).
Researchers agree that STEM involves authentic experiences, applying real world
problems, and involved an integrated approach which is consistent with what is known
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about effective ways to support learning (Barakos et al., 2012; Basam et al., 2010; Brown
et al., 2011; Corvo, 2015; Estes et al., 2014, Honey et al., 2014). Duggar (2015) and
Atkinson et al. (2010) believe STEM learning involves problem solving but inquiry and
exploration needed to be incorporated into the STEM definition as well. STEM
education has also been known to align with educational initiatives such as Common
Core State Content Standards, Next Generation Science Standards, PBL, and Game
Based learning (Hansen & Gonzalez, 2014; Honey et al., 2014). The research suggested
that it is important to recognize the characteristics of STEM learning and their alignment
with current initiatives in order to understand the ways they have been implemented in K12 education.
Project Based Learning (PBL)
STEM education closely aligns with PBL initiatives and it is also one of the
largest components of STEM learning as individuals become engaged and learn concepts
acquiring problem-solving skills needed for a community of practice (Tawfik et al.,
2014). Israel and Maynard (2010) also found project-based learning as an integral part of
STEM education. Just as STEM learning varies in implementation, PBL components are
diverse. Morgan et al., (2013) define STEM PBL as “an ill-defined task within a welldefined outcome situated with a contextually rich task requiring students to solve several
problems which when considered in their entirety showcase student mastery of several
concepts of various STEM subjects” (p.7). Tawfik et. al. (2014) specifically described a
PBL approach to teaching STEM with the following elements; Student- centered
learning, a problem serving as the catalysts for learning, self-directed learning,
collaborative learning in groups, group discussions focused around an ill-structured
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problem, and an instructor serving as the facilitator of student inquiry rather than the
main source of knowledge.
Thomas (2000) conducted a detailed review of PBL and concluded that most
definitions incorporate a variation of the following eight components. (1) Projects are
complex tasks, (2) They are based on challenging questions or problems, (3) They
involve students in design, (4) It includes problem-solving, (5) There is a decisionmaking element, (6) Activities are investigative, (7) They give students opportunities to
work relatively autonomously over extended periods of time, and (8) They typically
culminate in a realistic product or presentation. Other definitions he observed included
authentic content and assessments, teacher as the facilitator, explicit goals, cooperative
learning, reflection, adult skills, inquiry, driving question, and projects that are
technology-based. Again, these can all be described as variations of the previous eight
components that generally describe what PBL ought to include.
Thomas (2000) pointed out that the original problem-based learning model was
developed for use with medical students to improve their diagnostic skills through
inquiry, investigation, and the guidance of a facilitator who plays the role of a Socratic
questioner. Students collecting information, hypothesize, and deduce. His research
showcased studies that connected student motivation that focused on mastery rather than
satisfactory or completed assigned work exhibited more engagement throughout the
learning process and retain the information. Additional his research found problematic
areas to consider with PBL. According to research conducted by Marx et al. (1997) time
is a factor due to the longer anticipated time needed, especially in the beginning stages of
implementation. Classroom management becomes difficult to balance because students
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work at their own pace. This also leads to problems with classroom control when teachers
feel they need to control the flow of information rather than having students build their
own understanding. Teachers have difficulty giving students too much independence or
provide too little modeling and feedback. Incorporating technology can be an issue as
well as designing assessments (Marx et al., 1997). Thomas (2000) educational researcher
determined that PBL is challenging to plan and enact as some students continue to have
difficulty benefiting through complex projects. He claimed, however, that with supports
to help students learn how to learn evidence showed PBL was more popular than
traditional methods. PBL enhances teacher professionalism and collaboration while
increasing student attendance, self-reliance, and improved attitudes towards learning to
produce effective gains (Thomas, 2000).
STEM Integrative Approach
STEM programs are designed similarly to PBL models for they fundamentally
describe that disciplines ought to be taught in an integrated manner. Hansen and
Gonzalez (2014) claim that STEM practitioners should view STEM learning through
several principles. These principles include relating material to authentic real-world
problems, base them on project focused tasks and primarily to reach across disciplines
both within and beyond STEM fields. They proposed to marry integration concepts from
PBL and STEM to offer an alternative to traditional classrooms. Honey et al. (2014)
illustrated a comparison of both traditional classrooms with that of the newer STEM
PBL’s multidisciplinary approach to learning in Table 1. PBL classrooms placed more
emphasis on students making sense of their own learning, working cooperatively and
actively working through tasks.
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Table 1
Traditional Classrooms Versus PBL Classrooms

Traditional Classrooms
Defined task
Loosely-defined outcomes
Individual learning
T is the giver of knowledge
Objective driven
Single subject/topic
Textbook driven
Teaching based on covering skills

PBL Classrooms
Ill-Defined task
Well-defined outcomes
Cooperative, group learning
T is the facilitator of knowledge
Standards driven
Multidisciplinary
Problem driven
Teaching based on learning and
curriculum needs
Success based on grades
Success based on performance
Individual activities with teacher-directed Cooperative activities with self-directed
challenges
challenges
Focused on segmented coverage
Focused on culminating performance
Dependent problem solving
Independent problem solving
Narrow curriculum
Comprehensive curriculum
Tests and quizzes to assess knowledge
Culminating artifacts/experiences at the
acquisition
end of the PBL to determine knowledge
gained
From STEM Integration in K-12 Education: Status, Prospects, and an Agenda for
Research (p. 100), by Honey et al., 2014, The National Academies Press. In the
public domain.
Nkhata (2013) defined Integrative STEM Education as intentional, systematic,
and persistent rather than sporadic integration across curriculum. Nkhata (2013) insisted
that in order to be true integration, instruction must focus on intentional teaching of two
or more disciplines. He believes the integration should take place in every curriculum in
the school and involve an application of interdisciplinary concepts of the STEAM
disciplines to problem solving and integrating disciplines. Similarly, Costley’s (2015)
more simplistic view of integration includes the organization of teaching matter to bring
subjects together that are usually taught separately. His conclusions about integration
derive from researchers Campbell and Henning (2010) that believed integrated
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curriculum is learning organized around problems and issues of the students. Shriner et
al. (2010) believed that an integrated curriculum applies skills and vocabulary from more
than on subject area to examine a central topic. Costley alleged that integrative
approaches for science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) were defined
as approaches that linked teaching and learning between two or more of the STEM areas
or between STEM and another school subject (Costely, 2010).
Wang et al. (2011) studied STEM integration and described it as either
multidisciplinary or interdisciplinary. Their description used a bowl of chicken noodle
soup as an analogy for a multidisciplinary approach where all ingredients maintained
their identity without direct mixture, yet still together and could easily be separated.
Meanwhile, they compared an interdisciplinary approach to integration to a bowl of
tomato soup where all ingredients/subjects were mixed together and could not easily be
separated. Honey et al. (2014) argued that although integration could favor connected
concepts over unconnected ones because they are better organized for future retrieval and
meaning, it could also impede learning. They theorized that it could place excessive
demands on resource-limited cognitive processes, such as attention and working memory.
May researchers agree, however, that the interdisciplinary approach is the best form of
curriculum integration (Wang et al., 2011).
A STEM integrated approach ultimately cultivates skills necessary for STEM
learning. Honey et al. (2014) assert that leaners’ ability to transfer understanding and
competencies to new or unfamiliar situations through integration. They are also able to
represent the same concept within and across disciplines in multiple ways such as
visually, in physical form, and in writing. Smith-Gayle (2014), a researcher on the impact
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of integrated curriculum, constructed the importance of an integrated curriculum based on
her study. She emphasized that an integrated curriculum makes learning meaningful
through connections, complexity, and opportunities for decision-making. She also states
that it provides real-world application, social awareness, and problem solving
opportunities. Costley (2015) sees that integration is a student-centered curriculum that
engages students, improves learning, and increases student interest. It encompasses
higher-order thinking skills, cooperative learning, and considerations of other students’
values are emphasized. Examiners of integrated curriculum concluded that students
learning in an integrated environment outperform on standardized tests, have higher
assessment scores, are better able to develop relationships, saw learning as more
enjoyable and relevant to their lives, linked traditional academic areas to the community,
increased critical thinking skills, self-confidences, and achieved at higher levels of
cognitive and affective learning (Costley, 2015; Nkhata, 2013; Smith-Gayle, 2014)
STEM Curriculum Standards: Common Core and Next Generation Science
Although a fundamental STEM program should have an integrative approach to
curriculum, California is still in the process of developing and revamping K-12
curriculum and standards. Comprehensive content standards and frameworks are needed
to create a method of measuring programs such as STEM. One area that currently
delivers measurable criteria is the adoption of Common Core State Standards (CCSS) in
California and the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) (CDE, 2015b). In general,
terms, the CCSS provide minimum standards for mastery at each grade level Pre-school
through twelfth grade in English Language Arts, and mathematics. They also include a
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list of the mathematical practices needed to successfully reach mastery of each
mathematical standard.
California State Board of Education adopted the CCSS in August 2010 and then
The Next Generation Science Standards NGSS in 2013 (CDE, 2015a). Table 2 shows
how Honey et al. (2014) interconnected both CCSS and NGSS to demonstrate a clear
understanding of how they relate to STEM learning through an integrated approach
(p.109). Table 2 illustrates the similarities between math practices and science and
engineering practices such as defining problems, making arguments/explanations and
providing evidence for student work.
Table 2
Interconnectedness of Mathematical and Scientific Engineering Practices

Mathematical Practices
Make sense of problems and persevere in
solving them
Reason abstractly and quantitatively
Construct viable arguments and critique
the reasoning of others
Model with mathematics
Use appropriate tools strategically
Attend to precision
Look for and make use of structure
Looking for and expressing regularity in
repeated reasoning

Scientific and Engineering Practices
Ask questions and define problems
Develop and use models
Plan and carry our investigations
Analyze and interpret data
Use mathematics and computational
thinking
Construct explanation and design
solutions
Engage in argument from evidence
Obtain, evaluate, and communicate
information

Houseal and Ellsworth (2014) point out an overlap with STEM education and The
Next Generation Science Standards. After reviewing the main ideas Housel and
Ellsworth (2014) soon found that NGSS saw science as broader. They claim that learning
NGSS is not just a process to gain knowledge but rather a critical thinking activity that
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requires evidence, theories, models, hypothesis, measurements, and observations. The
newly released NGSS are an existing system for educators to explore new ways of
teaching science curriculum (CDE, 2015b). Associate Director of NASA’s Endeavor
Science Teaching Certificate Project, Karen Woodruff (2013) agreed that The CCCS and
NGSS both emphasize the integration of STEM subject areas because it emphasizes
evidence based reasoning and academically productive dialogue in classroom lessons
with engineering practices being center stage in our standards.
A study was conducted by Pense et al. (2015) which indicated that 47.8% of
experts, journalists, K-12 teachers, community members, politicians et cetera expressed
positive attitudes towards the shift in CCSS. This is because the goal of the new standards
are to ensure college and career readiness (Pense et al., 2015). Additionally, supporters of
Common Core argue that creating a single set of national standards would address the
problem of curriculum variation in the United States and prepare students to compete in a
global economy (Burks et al., 2015). Pense et al., (2015) explained the three core
dimensions of the NGSS which included disciplinary core ideas such as life science,
physical science, earth and space science, and engineering and technology. A second
dimension included scientific and engineering practices such as asking questions,
creating models, investigations, analyzing data, constructing explanations and designing
solutions, providing evidence, and communicating information. Finally, the third
dimension consisted of crosscutting concepts such as patterns, cause and effect, scale,
proportions, and quantity, energy and matter, structure and function, and stability and
change. Together the three dimensions comprised all the NGSS which closely align with
STEM principles.
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Ong and McLean (2014) provide a similar explanation and framework for
teaching and learning STEM that includes both strategies and curriculum associated with
CCSS and NGSS. They identify STEM knowledge, skills, and attitudes toward
developing skills for career and college readiness, and that incorporates the CCSS, NGSS
for content/practices, and associated curriculum frameworks. Secondly, they establish a
rubric for determining the quality of STEM instructional materials and establish
recommended minimum amounts of instructional time per week for STEM topics. A
portion of this instructional time is to be focused on science, technology, and/or
engineering in addition to mathematics. Ong and Mclean (2014) explain that both CCSS
and NGSS represent a shift in K-12 content standards from remembering and recalling
information to demonstrating depth of knowledge across content areas and applying and
analyzing.
Science Integration
By taking a deeper look at the structure of The Next Generation Science
standards, one can recognize the impact of how science is integrated throughout the
curriculum. California’s State Board of Education soon adopted the Next Generation
Science Standards in September of 2013 (CDE, 2015b). The NGSS have shifted the aim
of science instruction by making standards performance based, by including engineering
practices, core disciplinary ideas, and building coherence among topics. Table 3 contains
a list of science topics from kinder through twelfth grade in the NGSS.
In addition to providing age relevant topics throughout the NGSS, the framework
ensures the standards are performance based. This is where students are beyond merely
understanding a concept and having to actually do something with this information. For
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example, students are asked to analyze, create or are able to complete a task within each
topic. In each category standards are paired with engineering practices such as using
models or communicating information. More importantly, this way of thinking about
science lends itself to a more integrated curriculum. It is through understanding current
science curriculum and integration that one can identify strategies for integrating art.
Table 3
Next Generation Science Standards Content K-12
Elementary School Science Curriculum
Kindergarten includes
First Grade
1. Forces and Interactions: Pushes and
1. Waves: Light and Sound
Pulls
2. Structure, Function, and Information
2. Interdependent Relationships in
Processing
Ecosystems: Animals, Plants, and
3. Space Systems: Patterns and Cycles
Their Environment
3. Weather and Climate
Second Grade
1. Structure and Properties of Matter
2. Interdependent Relationships in
Ecosystems
3. Earth’s Systems: Processes that shape
the Earth

Third Grade
1. Forces and Interactions
2. Interdependent Relationships in
Ecosystems: Environment Impacts on
Organisms
3. Inheritance and Variation of Traits:
Life Cycles and Traits
4. Weather and Climate

Fourth Grade
1. Energy
2. Waves
3. Structure, Function, and Information
Processing
4. Earth’s Systems: Processing that
Shape the Earth

Fifth Grade
1. Structure and Properties of Matter
2. Matter and Energy in Organisms and
Ecosystems
3. Earth’s Systems
4. Space Systems: Stars and the Solar
System
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Middle School and High School Curriculum
Physical Science
Life Science
1. Structure and Properties of Matter
1. Structure, Function (Information
2. Chemical Reactions
Processing: High School only)
3. Forces and Interactions
2. Matter and Energy in Organisms and
4. Energy
Ecosystems
5. Waves and Electromagnetic Radiation
3. Interdependent Relationships in
Ecosystems
4. Growth, Development, and
Reproduction of Organisms
(Inheritance and Variation of Traits:
High School only)
5. Natural Selection and Adaptations
(Evolution: High School only)
Earth and Space Sciences
1. Space Systems
2. History of Earth
3. Earth’s Systems
4. Weather and Climate
5. Human Impacts (Sustainability: High
School only)

All grade levels include the topic Engineering
Design

From Elementary School Science Curriculum and Middle School/ High School Curriculum in the
Next Generation Science Standards (CDE, 2015). In the public domain.

A science integrated curriculum can vary throughout the country but STEM
researchers found several samples of how science is currently shown to students in
different settings. Public schools in Minnesota brought programs that integrated subjects
such as science and math by imbedding creative abilities and expression. Some of the
examples include students in physical education class calculating their stroke volume
through exercises. That information would then be brought to the science class where the
class discusses the meaning and how it applies to the human body (Cook, 2012) Cook
also detailed integrations between science and art that incorporates botanical drawings or
use of digital Hubble space images in projects (Cook, 2012). Wang, (2012), a researcher
of classroom practices of STEM integration, defined science and mathematics integration
through six aspects: (1) learning, (2) ways of knowing, (3) process and thinking skills, (4)
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conceptual knowledge, (5) attitudes and perceptions, and (6) teaching. A few examples
shown included balance and matter in science and ratios and fractions in math. Further
patterns of science and mathematics integration are clarified in the mathematics
integration section. Not surprisingly, science integration is often found within math and
other core subjects but recently more attention is also given to how technology plays a
part in merging of disciplines.
Technology Integration
Traditionally, technology and engineering have not been granted a fair amount of
attention in schools as science and mathematics. Science and mathematics have been
contents that state test and provide scores that are then compared from school to school. It
is not surprising that content standards have been adopted and monitored for the “S” and
“M” in STEM while the “T” and “E” struggle to integrate through the curriculum. At this
point in time, the National Academy of Engineering, (2010) asserts that 40 states have
adopted or adapted the Standards for Technological Literacy (NAE, 2010). With more
states taking a closer look at technology education, researchers such as Cook (2012) share
ideas found in local schools. She examined Californian schools where students use digital
filmmaking and editing of productions that incorporate other technology and digital arts.
Hui-Hui Wang (2012), who researched teachers’ classroom practices of STEM,
described several projects including science and technology integration as well. In one
example students were studying butterflies and conducted an experiment to understand
how temperature has influenced the life cycle of a butterfly. This project combined
elements of biology with technology and student interest as well. Additionally,
technology was incorporated into instruction in activities such as challenging students to
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design and build a device that efficiently transforms wind energy into electrical energy.
This project demands that students apply science and mathematics to solve technological
problems and use technological tools in the process. Like Wang (2012), STEM researcher
Catherine Scott (2009) observed technology integration in various areas. She observed
students using hands-on experimentation and technology tools, such as photos and slides,
to learn physics concepts. She also used robots to teach STEM subjects. In one instance
she described the students drawing robots, and comparing the intelligence of humans to
robots, watched NASA movies and participated in demonstrations. Teachers at the
schools she researched trained teachers to use LEGO robotics equipment to teach
engineering. Technology is further accelerated with the addition of engineering practices
across the standards.
Engineering Integration
While California does not have standards for engineering the state does make use
of the National Engineering Standards developed and approved by The National
Academy of Engineering. They defined Engineering as the most fundamental constraint
of design under the laws of nature. They describe this craft as a problem solving oriented
task where students must take into account how physical objects behave in motion and
deal with constraints such as time, money, materials, manufacturability etc. (NAE, 2010).
The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) defined engineering
as the knowledge of the mathematical and natural sciences, gained by study, experience,
and practice, is applied with judgment to develop ways to use, economically, the
materials and forces for the benefit of mankind (NAE, 2010). The Academy also pointed
out that Engineering has strong connections to other disciplines such mathematics and
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science because engineers use mathematics in their work and scientists and
mathematicians use products of engineering (technology; NAE, 2010). Although a few of
the 50 states have included engineering standards in their existing science standards, they
continue to be imbedded instead of isolated objectives.
Just as the National Academy of Engineering predicted, The Next Generation
Science Standards has recently incorporated engineering concepts into the curriculum.
The NGSS (Next Generation Science Standards) have included core ideas, concepts,
skills, and dispositions to guide instruction when integrating engineering in the
curriculum. According to The NAE (2010) the core concepts, skills, and dispositions
include that the guidelines should describe the essential content of engineering (e.g.,
systems, constraints, modeling, analysis, optimization, creativity, collaboration,
communication, connection between engineering and society) and provide examples of
how they play out in instructional materials. The Academy designated engineering as
pertaining to “habits of mind” which align with what many believe are essential skills for
citizens in the 21st century. These include (a) systems thinking, (b) creativity, (c)
optimism, (d) collaboration, (e) communication, and (f) attention to ethical
considerations. STEM examiner Cook (2012), specifically looked at schools in California
with STEM emphasis and explored ways in which to integrate the subjects such as
engineering. The example offered included integrating teaching by producing theatrical
productions, existing or original, with the use of engineering stage props and lighting that
may require use of technology. Although there is more awareness of the existence of
engineering practices even when they are rooted in the science curriculum, math
standards continue to take center stage within a STEM program.
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Math Integration
According to the CDE (2015a) Mathematics standards have been modified to fit
the Common Core standards for education. Initially, in 1997, statewide mathematics
academic standards were established until higher mathematics standards were organized
into model courses. The CA CCSSM, which were adopted in 2010, include two types of
standards: Eight Mathematical Practice Standards (identical for each grade level) and
Mathematical Content Standards (different at each grade level). The eight mathematical
practices include; (1) Making sense of problems and persevering in solving them, (2)
Reason abstractly and quantitatively, (3) Construct viable arguments and critique the
reasoning of others, (4) Model with mathematics, (5) Use appropriate tools strategically,
(6) Attend to precision, (7) Look for and make use of structure, (8) Look for and express
regularity in repeated reasoning.
In addition to mathematical practices that are the same across all the grade-levels,
California’s state standards have included conceptual standards such as the following;
number and quantity, algebra, functions, modeling, geometry, statistics and probability.
The CDE (2018b) describes the mathematical practices as ways students ought to engage
in mathematics. The mathematical content standards are geared towards what students are
expected to understand. Higher mathematics standards begin in grade seven. Grade 7
may include algebra/mathematics I. Eighth grade may include geometry/mathematics II
and Grade 7 courses. Grade 9 may include algebra/mathematics III and the previous two
courses. Grade 10 through 12 may include the previous three courses and advanced
placement probability and statistics and calculus. Local districts determine which courses
are offered for higher mathematics. After understanding how math standards are
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delineated in California we can identify how STEM programs align them to other science
discipline areas.
Researchers Becker and Park (2011) studied the effects of an integrative approach
among science, technology, engineering, and mathematic (STEM) based on previous
work that concluded that integrated approaches increased students’ interest and learning
in the STEM subjects. All four STEM subjects were integrated together. Students showed
an increase in science knowledge and improvement in higher-level thinking skills on
open-ended questions. Students in the integrated science course performed exceptionally
well on a statistics unit in their math class. Students in the integrated algebra course
improved their critical thinking skills and had more positive attitudes toward the subject
of math (Costley, 2015).
Several projects with math integration were described by researcher Wang (2012)
as he examined teacher classroom practices in STEM. In one example, students were
asked to create a solar powered board, where they would be expected to apply knowledge
from math and science to explore concepts of sinking, floating, and stability in order to
design their boat hulls. Wang (2012) emphasized how highly connected science and
mathematics were with each other. Mathematics skills such as graphing ply a very
important role in allowing students to present their science data (Wang, 2012). The
discussion led to more specifically defined sub-disciplines of mathematics or science,
such as algebra and geometry in mathematics and biology and physics in science. As long
as teachers were interconnecting the sub-disciplines meaningful students could see
instruction in science and mathematics as meaningful and relevant.
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Wang (2012) continued to point out clear integration of mathematics and science
as both disciplines require reasoning, problem solving and communication skills. One
example offered included asking students to make predictions about polar bear
population size based on the weather model in the Artic. Another task had students
determining the amount of energy that would be produced by calculating the surface area
of a leaf which helped students use their mathematics skills (calculating surface area for
an irregularly shaped object) in a new situation and also learn the relationship between
the surface area of a leaf and photosynthesis. Separately, Wang (2012) discussed an
activity that involved the content objective in measurement in mathematics and the study
of dinosaurs. The teacher integrated both subjects by having students create a life-size
dinosaur. The scientific process of observing, predicting, and controlling variables was
evident. Mathematics and science integration proved to be an effective instructional
method when using problem-based critical thinking elements in all integration
circumstances (Wang, 2012). Since state testing in California has prioritized math and
science standards, critical thinking and creativity elements of science have only recently
received much consideration.
STEM to STEAM
Research in STEM education has led to the transformation of the program into a
similar but more robust initiative. Hernandez (2014) determined that each of the STEM
disciplines were no longer seen as isolated subjects but instead a connected field of study.
An integrated curriculum allows students to take ownership of their education, work
collaboratively in teams, and build connections between different subjects. It promotes
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intrinsic motivation, knowledge and subject connections and more indirect instruction
with lessons that are student centered (Smith-Gayle, 2014).
Benefits of STEM Program
Initiatives such as STEAM would have developed from programs such as STEM
if its benefits were not evident. Donner and Wang (2013) the director of the Collaborative
for Building After School Systems (CBASS) and a research and evaluation manager at
New York City’s Department of Education conducted a study on students from three
different cities in the U.S. and their exposure to STEM learning over the course. They
found that students that were exposed to STEM for at least a month showed trends of
increased motivation, confidence, and knowledge in science learning. STEM teaches and
trains students to engage in critical thinking, inquiry, problem solving, collaboration, and
what is often referred to in engineering as design thinking (Ong & McLean, 2014).
Fioriello (2011) suggested that all students benefit from a STEM program because
it teaches independent innovation and allows students to explore greater depths of all of
the subjects by utilizing the skills learned. Her research determined that all jobs are
requiring workers to have a greater ability to think critically, work as a member of a team
and independently, and close the performance gap between our American students and
those being produced in other countries. In 2015, Fioriello focused on finding the
benefits of STEM education citing a study in North Carolina at Wake NC State
University STEM Early College High School. Students in the study outperformed
average scores on their standardized tests and over 95% of these students who passed
their state exams (Fioriello, 2015). Fioriello (2015) concluded that exposure to STEM
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was important and can have an extremely positive impact on career choices students
make when they progress into college.
Hansen and Gonzalez (2014) from the American Institutes for Research claim
there is evidence of learning gains in math and science associated with integrating
technology into the classroom, as is a major component of STEM. They also found a
positive association with in-class, project-based learning in science. The fact that
students use technology in a self-directed way in STEM PBL makes a great contribution
to their gaining self-regulated learning skills (Morgan et al., 2013). Similarly, a study of
a biology course in Chicago yielded favorable results suggesting that combining PBL and
service learning (community service project approach) lead to gains in student learning
(Tawfik et al., 2014). Honey et al. (2014) concluded that the STEM style of learning
improved overall student engagement due to its collaboration with Project Based
Learning, Game Base Learning, and the new adopted State of California Content
Standards and Practices for Math and Science.
Although several benefits of STEM learning enhance the national educational
system, Atkinson and Mayo (2010) recall the pressing global belief that the U.S. and
State of California supported a strong STEM education program especially as a method
of increasing innovation. They saw science and technology-based innovation as
impossible without a workforce educated in science, technology, engineering and math.
Many researchers agree that components of a STEM program include critical thinking,
design thinking, and increased innovation (Atkinson & Mayo, 2010; Fioriello, 2015; Ong
& McLean, 2014). These design and innovation skills developed in STEM program was
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the basis for firmly integrating an Arts component to STEM learning, now known as
STEAM.
Importance of Arts in STEAM
The addition of arts in STEM to create STEAM has incorporated hands-on
activities; imaginative approaches to science education, using many methods used in the
creative arts, and has attracted and retained young people in the fields of STEM
(Chastain, 2014). Koester (2013) expressed that while government agencies and schools
were busy promoting and debating approaches to STEM education, some educators
believed that something was missing. She argued that for American children to grow up
to innovate in STEM fields, they needed not only academic proficiency, but a healthy
dose of creativity and ingenuity as well, therefore giving birth to STEAM (Koester,
2013). The need to extend the mental model of STEM to integrate the fields of art and
design was addressed in a paper by researcher Georgette Yakman who described STEAM
as “science and technology interpreted through engineering and the arts, all based in
mathematical elements” (Watson & Watson, 2013, p. 2).
Researchers from The University of San Diego, Doyle et al. (2014) produced a
comprehensive working definition for the arts integration concept. They state that arts
integration is an approach to teaching in which students construct and demonstrate
understanding through an art form. Students engage in a creative process, which connects
an art form and another subject area and meets evolving objectives in both. They believe
that learning through the arts is a way for students to learn core content material by
enlisting the arts as a mechanism for demonstrating their understanding. Ultimately, this
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indicates that the arts can be used both as an instructional resource and as a student
learning outcome.
Researcher for the implementation of STEAM at elementary magnet schools
Jennifer Chastain, recommended the Arts in a STEM program as a way for educators to
help students be creative and use imagination to address important subjects. Her research
discussed that a creative based hands-on approach to science education attracts and
retains young people in the fields of STEM (Chastain, 2014). The recent interest and
attention STEAM has gathered in government has resulted in research that incorporated
STEAM learning at different levels in education. Ghanbari (2014), Professor of
Educational Research at the University of Alabama, conducted a study on STEAM
programs and their connections to neuroscience. She wanted to look at leaders
implementing programs and examine student learning in these programs. She found that
arts integration is heavily supported by neuro-educational findings. She showed that there
are specific brain networks, called neural networks, which have been associated with
different art forms (Ghanbari, 2014). This research continues to drive the idea that arts
integration in STEM education is a natural and even neurological way of learning the
subjects.
A study by Cotantino et al. (2010) explored a program that introduced arts
coursework for engineering majors and conducted an analysis of student learning with the
new arts requirements. Students in the study shared the impact of this experience and
their testimonials described strengthening creative problem-solving skills, tolerating
ambiguity, and improving visualization skill. Ghanbari’s (2014) exploration of STEAM
is one of the few examples of STEAM education being examined. Like STEM, STEAM
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education stresses making connections between disciplines that were previously
perceived as disparate (Guyotte et al., 2014). According to Daugherty (2013) it is not
clear how such integration should be carried out, whether art should be fully integrated to
create a STEAM acronym, or whether art should merely be used to inform STEM
education, but it is clear that art education has a great deal to offer the movement
(Daugherty, 2013). Doyle et al. (2014) believed that if teachers had a set of tools that
fostered student engagement with artistic strategies such as PBL-integration then
student’s critical thinking, collaborative problem solving, and overall academic skills will
increase.
Summary
Science and technology education has had an impact on the progress of national
Science in the U.S. as it competes globally. The Space Race, NASA, and initiatives such
as NCLB or a Nation a Risk, American Competitiveness, and America Competes all
advocate for a push in Science and technology education to account for the deficits
experienced in public education compared to other countries. Programs such as STEM
and STEAM have been a response to the need for more students to pursue careers in
science and technology fields to meet the nation’s needs. In recent years there has been
further exploration of how art integrates into these STEAM careers and academic fields.
The STEM framework has been vague since its evolution in 2013, when The
National Science Foundation first coined the acronym STEM. Although educational
agencies and departments have varying definitions of STEM and STEAM, they also
include many similarities. Some of the parallels include skills in critical thinking and
innovation, interdisciplinary learning, inquiry-based approaches, and real word problem
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solving. Fortunately, these attributes align well with the new initiatives in education such
as the new Common Core State Standards and practices, The Next Generation Science
Standards and art integration into STEM programs.
Educational researchers agree that STEM and STEAM education have significant
gains to learning and benefit students in a range of skills (Atkinson & Mayo, 2010;
Donner & Wang, 2015; Fioriello, 2011; Hansen & Gonzalez, 2014; Honey et al., 2014;
Morgan et al., 2013; Ong & McLean, 2014; Tawfik et al., 2014). Donner and Wang’s
(2013) study found STEM increased motivation, confidence and knowledge of science.
Ong and McLean, 2014 indicated it taught design thinking. Fioriello’s (2011) study
demonstrated how the arts were an integral component of STEM because the program
taught independent innovation and allowed greater depth of knowledge which resulted in
higher than average scores on state testing in North Carolina. In 2014, Hansen and
Gonzalez claimed STEM led to gains in math and science due to technology integration
and PBL in science. PBL projects cannot exist without artistic skills required for STEAM
programs. Morgan et al. (2013) saw gains in student self-regulation of learning skills
while Tawfik et al. (2014) noticed learning gains in general. Honey et al. (2014) found
overall student engagement improved through the use of STEM PBL learning. Atkinson
and Mayo (2010) warned, however, that science and technology-based innovation was
impossible without a workforce educated in STEM. A new emphasis on innovation as a
vital component of STEM led to the integration of the arts in such programs.
States have prioritized math and science learning with performance testing across
the nation. This has pushed the arts out of the curriculum over time but slowly that has
begun to change with such programs like STEAM where the arts (Doyle et al. 2014;
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Koester, 2013). Researchers agree that adding the arts in STEM programs allows students
to use imagination, retain people in the fields of STEM, is a neurological way of learning,
strengthens problem solving skills and visualization, stresses connections between
subjects, improves critical thinking, collaboration, and academic skills (Chastain, 2014;
Costantino et al. 2010; Daugherty, 2013; Ghanbari, 2014). While teaching STEM
concepts that align with national needs, it is vital to incorporate artistic elements in order
for innovation and engagement to take place among students in the U.S. This study will
explore the methods several schools have chosen to execute STEAM programs at their
schools with a focus on “A”.
A synthesis matrix is included in the appendices to detail sources from the
literature review of this study (see Appendix A). The matrix allowed the researcher to
organize sources and topics of research to make connections between what authors and
experts conclude. Organizing references in a matrix helped guide the researcher through
various sources of information and categorize areas of research that would be included in
this study such as STEM, STEAM, art infusion, PBL, Science history, methodology,
content standards, and teacher training.
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY
Introduction/Overview
This chapter includes a comprehensive explanation of the research design and
methodology in this multiple-case study. Included in this chapter is the purpose of the
study, research questions, research design, population and sampling, instrumentation,
data collection, data analysis, and limitations of the study. Data collected were based on
interviews, researcher notes and documentation examination. The process for choosing
the STEAM schools and collecting data to answer the research questions is addressed in
this chapter.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this qualitative multi-case study was to describe and analyze how
schools that implement a STEAM program include the arts in their integrated program.
The study focuses on three K-12 schools in Southern California that are located in the
Antelope Valley high desert region of the state. This multi-case study analyzed one
elementary school, a middle school and one high school from three different districts in
the region.
Research Questions
This study explored the following research questions:
1. How do schools that implement a STEAM program include the arts in their
integrated school program?
2. What are common features of schools implementing a STEAM program
pertaining to including the arts in their integrated program?
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3. What do school leaders and teachers believe are the necessary criteria for
successfully including the arts in their schools STEAM program?
4. What do school leaders and teachers believe are obstacles for including the
arts in their schools STEAM program?
Research Design
This study employs a qualitative multiple-case study design (Yin, 2014). In this
multiple-case study, STEAM programs are explored as they are a 21st century
phenomenon. The case studies described the meaning of STEAM and how art was
specifically integrated in the three schools in Southern California. The research also
defined what ingredients school leaders and teachers believed were necessary for
successfully including arts in their schools STEAM program.
Case studies typically use data sources such as documents, artifacts, and
interviews (Yin, 2014). This study used these sources of information to address the
research questions. The duration of this multiple-case study was 14 school days from
November 12th through November 19th, 2021. The direct contact of participants in the
study will primarily be conducted through video conferencing and phone conversations.
Yin (2014) described a case study as a study that investigates a contemporary
phenomenon in depth. A multiple-case study allowed the researcher to examine the
beliefs and experiences of teachers and school leaders as they operate in a STEAM
program. In this case study, interviews remained the primary source of data collected
throughout the study. The study employed a field test to assist in development of
interview procedures and questions. Detailed notes from artifact analysis were also used
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to aid in the triangulation of data. The triangulation of data is the convergence of data
collected from different sources, to enhance the consistency of a finding (Yin, 2014).
Population
A population is a group of elements or cases that conform to specific criteria and
to which the results can be generalized (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). They asserted
that this group can also be referred to as the target population. The target population can
be different from the list of elements from which the sample is actually selected, which is
referred to as the sampling frame (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010).
For purposes of this study, the population was comprised of public elementary,
middle, and high schools in California that identified themselves as STEAM schools
during the 2021-22 school year. According to the CDE’s 2020 Public School Directory,
28 schools were identified as STEAM schools due to the inclusion of STEAM acronym
in the school’s name. However, Shannon Gordon, Education Program Consultant, CDE
in a personal communication (January, 2018) stated that the exact number of STEAM
schools listed in the directory and their accompanying websites was an underestimation
as many schools may not technically refer to themselves as STEAM, yet implement a
school program that integrates the subject areas found in a STEAM program.
A sampling frame is generated from the target population (McMillan &
Schumacher, 2010). This frame contains a list of elements from which the sample is
selected. For purposes of this study, the sampling frame is comprised of the following
criterion:


The three public elementary, middle, and high schools in the Antelope Valley
region of Southern California designated as a STEAM school from the
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California Public School directory (2020), from their websites, or as
identifying themselves as a STEAM school.
Sample
A sample is selected from the sampling frame (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010).
A sample is the group of subjects from which data are collected (McMillan &
Schumacher, 2010). This study employed a variety of sampling approaches; purposeful
sampling, particularly maximum variation (heterogeneity), snowballing, and convenience
sampling strategies (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010; Patten, 2017). Maximum variation
(heterogeneity) aims at capturing and describing the central themes that cut across a great
deal of variation (Patton, 2002). McMillan and Schumacher (2010) asserted that
maximum variation sampling obtains maximum differences of perceptions about a topic
among information-rich informants or group members. Snowballing was another
strategy used in which each successive participant or group is named by a preceding
group or individual (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). Finally, convenience sampling
was employed in which is a nonprobability method of selecting subjects was used who
are accessible or available (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010).
In this study, an elementary school, middle school, and high school from three
different school districts in the Antelope Valley region of Southern California (maximum
variation) were selected as sample schools in this multi-case study. A superintendent in
one of the school districts in the Antelope Valley region was contacted to elicit
recommendations for potential sample schools for the study. The researcher was directed
to principals of STEAM schools who suggested other potential STEAM programs in the
region (snowballing strategy).
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Sample Selection Procedure
The CDE does not maintain an official listing of STEAM schools in the state. A
State Department of Education consultant maintained that the only true way to identify
STEAM schools in the state was to study individual school websites and make personal
contacts (personal communication, January 2018). The researcher of this study
determined to delimit this study sample to the Antelope Valley region of Southern
California. The Antelope Valley region of Southern California includes multiple school
districts that vary in the grade levels, from K-8, 9-12 and K-12 and includes variations of
grade-levels for charter schools and private schools.
After reviewing websites of schools in the Antelope Valley, the researcher
contacted a local Antelope Valley school district superintendent to obtain input on
potential schools in the area to be included in the study. The K-8 superintendent advised
of several schools and principals to contact to determine if their school identified as a
STEAM school. An elementary school principal was contacted and confirmed the
superintendent’s advice and they referred additional schools to review in the region that
also self-identified as STEAM schools. Based on this input from several school
administrators, the researcher made the decision to include one elementary, one middle,
and one high school from different districts in the study. Each school will be referred to
its pseudonym to maintain confidentiality in the study.
During the process of contacting three schools to participate in the study, several
methods of communication were utilized. Each of the three principals from the selected
schools was called by the researcher however, only the elementary principal was
available to discuss research details and confirm participation. The middle school and
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high school principals were sent e-mails to summarize/outline research plans and to
invoke general interest in the study. After a few days the principals of all three schools
connected with the researcher to sanction their participation in the study.
Qualitative researchers usually use fewer participants than quantitative
researchers (Patten, 2017). Qualitative studies use smaller samples than quantitative
studies because they tend to be more expensive, laborious, and time-consuming (Patten,
2017). Qualitative inquiry typically focuses on relatively small samples, even single cases
(Patton, 2002).
This study included a sample of three schools in which 11 teachers and four
leaders thus provided 15 information rich interviews. Participants for interviews were
selected based on the following criteria:


Teachers and leaders were instructors, teacher leaders or on special
assignment, program coordinators, and administrators that work directly with
the STEAM program in their school.



Teachers and leaders were employed in the STEAM program for at minimum
of one year.



Participants were willing to be participants and signed informed consent form.
Instrumentation

In this section the process used to develop the instruments to collect data from
research participants is described. The primary data sources for this study include
interviews, researcher notes, and the analysis of selected artifacts.
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Interviews
Standardized open ended interviews were used in this study (McMillan &
Schumacher, 2010). Interview questions were aligned to research questions in order to
describe what teachers and school leaders identify as necessary ingredients and obstacles
for a successful integrated art programs. The researcher collaborated with an expert in
qualitative research who reviewed proposed research questions and proposed interview
questions. The expert researcher provided feedback regarding alignment of interview
questions with the actual research questions. There was agreement between the researcher
and the expert researcher to include a variety of questions that would address each of the
research questions but also keep interviews to under an hour by limiting the number of
questions. The interview protocol was developed with the use of the four research
questions. Each research question was the basis for sub questions listed and the
researcher picked two questions from the list to answer each research question. Interview
questions aim to isolate what commonalities and differences exist among each of the
three schools. A sample of the interview protocol is included in Appendix B. To ensure
that interview questions were aligned with research questions a Research Question
Alignment protocol is also included in Appendix C.
Patton (2002) explained that the purpose of interviews is to allow the researcher
to enter into other’s perspectives to essentially find out what is in someone else’s mind.
In capturing experiences and what something looks and feels like Patton (2002) proposed
using a standardized open-ended strategy. A standardized open-ended interview is
described by McMillan and Schumacher (2010) as interviews asking the same questions
in the same order. There are several reasons to use this approach according to Patton
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(2002). He claimed that the standardized interviews would be available for inspection by
the researcher, variation among interviewers can be minimized and the interview is
highly focused so that time is used efficiently, and analysis is facilitated by making
responses easy to find and compare (Patton, 2002). Additionally, Yin (2014) added that
interviews are targeted as they are closely related to the case study topics and are
insightful by providing explanations as well as personal views. A total of 11 teacher
interviews were conducted in addition to four leader interviews. At least one leader was
interviewed for each of the three schools as shown in Table 4. Participants were informed
of the interview process including the extent of confidentiality used in the study.
Table 4
Schools Participating in the Multi-Case Study

School

School Name and Grades

School 1

Desert Elementary school
including grades K-6
Innovation School
including grades 6-8
National High School
including grades 9-12

School 2
School 3

Teacher
Sample
Pool

Teacher
Sample
for
Study

Leader
Sample
for
Study

19

4

1

13

3

1

122

4

2

11

4

Total of possible
154
participants
Note. Data from Personal Communication, September 2020.
Artifacts

Knowing how to use, study and understand documents and files is part of the
repertoire of skills needed for qualitative inquiry (Patton, 2002). Interviews can yield
information that must be interpreted after data collection process but artifacts can also
produce material culture that provides rich information about a program or organization
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(Patton, 2002). Patton explained that documents provide the evaluator with information
about many things that cannot be observed as they reveal things that may have taken
place before a program was created. Program records can provide a behind-the-scenes
look at a program or illuminate the complexities and logistics of such an undertaking
(Patton, 2002). During this multiple-case study the researcher analyzed mission
statements, brochures, and board meeting notes to highlight events pertaining to program
initiatives. Artifacts will be analyzed with attention to addressing the research questions.
A sample of the artifact protocol is included in Appendix D.
Field Test
Patten, (2017) indicated that interview questions should be pilot-tested with
individuals that will not be participants in the study. The practice interviews should be
observed by an experienced qualitative researcher, who then provides feedback to the
novice (Patten, 2017). To further support self-examination and examination of protocols,
a field test was conducted for the interview process. An educator in a STEAM program
who is not in the participant pool was interviewed and an observer evaluated the process
and provided feedback. The interview took place on Tuesday, November 2nd 2021 at
3:30 p.m. and ended at 4:15 p.m. The interview was recorded and transcribed then later
sent to the interviewee and the observer to ensure accuracy. The interviewee and observer
were both asked to identify questions that were unclear, researcher potential bias and
interview protocol. Questions were adjusted when necessary.
Validity
In qualitative research, validity pertains to how data is collected and analyzed
through strategies that ensure the study has credibility. Patton described validity in
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quantitative research as depending on careful instrument construction to ensure that the
instrument measures what it is supposed to measure (Patton, 2002). To enhance validity
several strategies were employed during the data collection process of the study.
Protocols were in place to improve reflexivity of the researcher. The researcher used
triangulation representing multiple strategies such as interviews, a field test, and
document analysis in data collection and analysis to strengthen the validity of the study.
Participant language and verbatim accounts from interviews were applied during the
study. Interview questions and explanations were phrased in informant’s language rather
than in complicated terminology while each interview was transcribed in literal
statements. All interviews were recorded for accurate transcriptions. McMillian and
Schumacher, (2010) referred to member checking as a method of ensuring interpretations
have mutual meanings between the participants and the researcher. In this study member
checking was also applied as all interview protocols, questions, and transcripts were
reviewed by participants for accuracy.
Additional strategies integrated into qualitative studies to establish credibility
include the use of reflection and the maintenance of notes (Baxter & Jack, 2008). Selfexamination by the researcher, (reflexivity) was addressed by engaging in two strategies
throughout the case study process, field logging documents and maintaining a field
(reflex) journal. McMillian and Schumacher (2010) described field logging as
documenting the fieldwork in chronological record by date and rationale. This allowed
the researcher to trace ideas and personal reactions throughout the study. Secondly, the
researcher actively kept a journal to record decisions made during the emerging design
and the rationale including judgments of data validity.
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Reliability
Reliability is demonstrating that the operations of a study, such as the data
collection procedures, can be repeated with the same results (Yin, 2014). The goal of
reliability in qualitative research is to minimize the errors and biases in a study (Yin,
2014). Yin maintained that it is imperative to document procedures in one case study in
order to replicate the procedures for another case study (Yin, 2014). In this study, the
researcher conducted all interviews and observations participants were given the same
interview protocol and questions prior to interview for review. Questions were written
with clear definitions of terminology used in program setting. Data taken from interviews
were transcribed verbatim in participants own words, which made it possible for both the
researcher and participants to review them for accuracy afterwards. These strategies
created as many steps as possible during the data collection/documentation process for
the researcher. This allowed research to be conducted so that an auditor could in principle
repeat the procedures and arrive at the same results (Yin, 2014).
Using a database improves the reliability of the case study as it enables the
researcher to track and organize data sources including notes, key documents, tabular
materials, narratives, photographs, and audio files can be stored in a database for easy
retrieval at a later date (Baxter & Jack, 2008). Baxter and Jack (2014) promoted utilizing
technology to keep track of all transcripts and documents and be able to analyze vast
amounts of information in an organized manner. In this study, Microsoft Word was used
to organize responses and analyze frequency of responses. After searching for
frequencies in responses to interview questions, potential themes were generated.
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Intercoder Reliability
To establish reliability in qualitative research the researcher may establish a
procedure for intercoder reliability, which is the measuring agreement between two
researchers, or raters, as they interpret the data through an established codebook (Malviya
et al., 2021). Intercoder reliability attempts to reach the same conclusions with data
collected. Baxter and Jack (2008) explained that to successfully establish reliability and
validity in the study, multiple researchers independently code a set of data and then meet
together to come to consensus on the emerging codes and categories. In this study the
researcher conducted the interviews and used a database program to organize the data.
Another researcher checked themes and codes established to confirm the data analysis
when both researchers came together.
The threshold for quality reliability differs from context to context but most
researchers follow guidelines suggesting that an intercoder reliability of 0.41 to 0.6 is
moderate, 0.61 to 0.80 is substantial, and 0.81 to 1 as almost perfect (Malviya et al.,
2021). Malviya et al. (2021) also suggested that intercoder reliability values of 0.40-0.75
were good to fair, and above 0.75 as excellent. The researcher used a peer researcher to
double code 10% of the data collected to evaluate a coding agreement of at least 0.70.
The peer researcher coded all responses from all participants for one interview question
to ensure at least 10% of the data was included. For this study, the actual percentage of
intercoder reliability agreement was 87%, which indicates a substantial level of
agreement.
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Data Collection
Data collected for this multiple-case study were collected after Umass Global
Institutional Review Board’s approval in the Fall of 2021. In addition, the researcher
completed the National Institutes of Health program and obtained the certificate shown in
Appendix E. All data collected from interviews, artifact analysis and researcher’s notes
were gathered in the Fall 2021. The initial correspondence with the superintendent giving
guidance for school selection from principals from each of the three southern California
schools was done in person, by phone or e-mail.
A formal cover letter was sent to each of the school principals via e-mail
including information about purpose of the study, background information general data
collection procedures. A copy of the cover letter is included in Appendix F. The letter
incorporated two criteria for being part of the participant pool. This included a
teacher/school leader implementing a STEAM based program for all or part of their
school day. Participants needed to be willing to engage in a 20-30 minute interview and
correspond through e-mail in order to follow research protocols.
The same cover letter was e-mailed to the teacher pool of possible participants in
the study but principal recommendations for participants were followed up with an
individual e-mail and a phone call. At this time the teacher pool of participants was made
aware the formal invitations would follow after teachers accepted to participate in the
study. Teacher e-mails were printed and filed for reference in order to document initial
consent. All 15 participants, including school leaders, were then sent a formal invitation
and an informed consent form to be signed and returned. A copy of the informed consent
form is included in Appendix G and copy of the videotaping release form is included in
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Appendix H. The invitation/informed consent included a self-addressed envelope that
needed to be returned within 10 days. Follow-up reminders were e-mailed to participants
after 5 days to ensure forms were signed and documented and questions could be
answered.
It was explained to participants in the informed consent form that privacy would
be protected as participants in the study as only the researcher and the dissertation chair
would have access individual personal information. School privacy and confidentiality
was also protected as all three schools were assigned pseudonyms.
In order to meet the needs of validity/reliability the study incorporated
triangulation strategies such as interviews with the adults immersed in the program and
artifact analysis. The researcher examined how school leaders and teachers define
STEAM education with special attention to the similarities and differences among the
schools. Participant personal views on essential elements of their STEAM program and
art integration was recorded. Elements necessary for a successful art integrated STEAM
program was also recorded based on participant responses.
Multiple strategies were developed to promote research reliability during the data
documentation process. Interviews were recorded via two voice recording devices,
iPhone and a stand-alone digital voice recorder; they were also transcribed in Microsoft
Word and categorized according to research question. Additionally, the researcher took
notes during the actual interviews to increase accuracy and verbatim accounts of
participant responses in addition to researcher side notes. Each interview was also
conducted in less than one hour. All interviews for the same school were conducted on
the same day to minimize the impact of external factors on participant responses.
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Data Analysis
Qualitative data analysis is primarily an inductive process of organizing data into
categories and identifying patterns and relationships among the categories (McMillan &
Schumacher, 2010). The method of data analysis in this study relies on inductive analysis
which McMillian and Schumacher (2010) defined as a process qualitative researchers use
to synthesize data. McMillian and Schumacher (2010) described coding as a process with
small pieces of data that stand alone called segments. Segments consisted of a word, a
sentence or one to three sentences. Throughout data analysis, codes were added and some
were refined (McMillian & Schumacher, 2010). The researcher categorized interview
responses and developed child codes from the data (Robinson, 2018). This allowed the
researcher to define a set of codes to develop patterns described as themes (Yin, 2014).
The researcher in this multiple case study analyzed the data from each school site to
allow for comparison among the three school programs.
The following steps were taken during the data analysis process of this study:
1. Data were collected through interviews, personal researcher notes, and artifact
analysis.
2. Transcriptions of all interviews and document/artifact evidence were reviewed
before uploading it onto Microsoft Word to categorize and analyze.
3. The researcher created codes from the data and then searched for patterns.
4. Themes were checked by an additional researcher as discussed under the topic
of intercoder reliability.
5. A list of agreed upon themes were identified that address the research
questions.
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6. Additional findings and conclusions were detailed in a narrative for the study.
Yin (2014) emphasized that a crucial component of the data analysis process to
use a database to organize and document data collected. This study used an open coding
method. Patton (2002) described open coding as a stage in qualitative data analysis that is
inductive for doing content analysis and establishing codes, patterns, themes, findings,
and conclusions.
Limitations
Limitations in qualitative research refer to particular features of the study that
may negatively affect the results of the ability to generalize (Roberts, 2010). Yin, (2014)
asserted that case study researcher procedures may appear to have bias to seek out what
the researcher was aiming to find. Additionally, qualitative data may seem less reliable
due to the evidence presented in narrative form instead of numerical methods which
people are less comfortable with due to lack of understanding procedures for collecting
data. Yin (2014) also claimed it was deemed challenging to generalize findings from case
studies. In addition to validity limitations a multiple-case study often requires extensive
resources and time beyond the means of a single researcher (Baxter & Jack, 2008; Yin,
2014)
Limitations from the sources of evidence include interviews for they may reflect
participant bias due to poorly articulated questions or bias responses. In this study
participants may respond to what the interviewer wants to hear or have an emotionally
charged response based on the timing of the interview. Another limitation may include
bias when documenting artifacts from the selection the artifact to the determination of
details being documented in addition to incomplete or inaccurate documents used (Baxter
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& Jack, 2008; Patten, 2017; Patton, 2002; Yin, 2014). Only leaders and teachers from
three school districts in the Antelope Valley region also made for a narrow sample. Each
source of data has its own set of limitations but having data triangulation or using a
multimethod for gathering data will minimize the impact.
Summary
This chapter included a detailed discussion of the multiple-case study’s
methodology including the purpose for the study. The researcher utilized qualitative
study design to accomplish goals and address the research questions. Purposeful sampling
comprised of maximum variation, snowballing, and convenience sampling strategies
were used. Triangulation of data sources (interviews, artifacts, and notes) ensured that the
data collection also led to a valid and reliable study. Strategies such as participant
language and verbatim accounts of interviews, audio recording data and member
checking contributed to the validity of the study. A field-test was administered, prior to
data collection, to non-participants to illuminate areas of needed adjustments. A total of
15 participants were interviewed and 9 artifacts were documented. Data was analyzed
with the help of a Microsoft Word, which assisted with the management of codes.
Comparisons across all three schools were studied. The researcher attended to reflexivity
to confront possible personal bias. Limitations of the study were addressed.
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CHAPTER IV: RESEARCH, DATA COLLECTION, AND FINDINGS
Overview
The need for the United States to preserve global competitiveness and produce
high rankings in science and math performance tests for K-12 students has led to
programs such as STEAM. STEAM programs have evolved from STEM initiatives that
promote science-based education. The benefits of STEM education were many as it
enhanced skills such as problem solving, critical thinking, inquiry, and collaboration
(Ong & McLean, 2014). Although numerous skills derive from students participating in
STEM learning, researchers such as Chastain (2014) and Koester (2013) believed that
something was missing. They believed the art component was missing. They argued that
students not only needed academic skills but ways to express creativity and ingenuity.
STEAM with the arts integration enriched STEM based educational programs.
This chapter reviews the purpose statement and the research questions, research
methodology, data collection and procedures for data analysis. Also included is a
summary of results from the data collected from the 15 interviews of staff from three
different STEAM schools. An analysis of data collected, presented in tables with a
narration along with the emergent themes from the study is included. This chapter
concludes with a summary of findings of the study.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this qualitative multi-case study was to describe and analyze how
schools that implement a STEAM program include the arts in their integrated program.
The study focused on three K-12 schools in Southern California that are located in the
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Antelope Valley high desert region of the state. This multi-case study analyzed an
elementary school, a middle school and a high school from different districts in the area.
Research Questions
To provide clarity to the features of STEAM education, this study sought to
answer the following research questions:
1. How do schools that implement a STEAM program include the arts in their
integrated school program?
2. What are common features of schools implementing a STEAM program
pertaining to including the arts in their integrated program?
3. What do school leaders and teachers believe are the necessary criteria for
successfully including the arts in their schools STEAM program?
4. What do school leaders and teachers believe are obstacles for including the
arts in their schools STEAM program?
Research Methods and Data Collection Procedures
The researcher conducted a qualitative multiple- case study to describe elements
of a STEAM program. Elementary, middle, and high school teachers and leaders
participated in the interviews. Protocols for structured interviews were established. The
interview protocol was field tested with a STEAM staff member leader from a school not
used in the data collection and was observed by another investigator not affiliated with
this study. This data collection process allowed the researcher to categorize and then
analyze interviewee responses to generate themes from responses. Themes were used to
illustrate the beliefs and experiences of teachers and school leaders as they operate in a
STEAM program that includes the arts.
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In addition to interviews, the researcher analyzed data sources such as documents
and artifacts from the three different schools. Artifacts produced material describing
school culture and defined information about each STEAM program and organization.
Artifacts detailed logistical components of the program that have taken place during the
development of the program.
Population
The population for this study included public elementary, middle, and high
schools in California that identified themselves as STEAM schools during the 2021-22
school year. According to the CDE’s 2020 Public School Directory, 28 schools were
identified as STEAM schools due to the inclusion of STEAM acronym in the school’s
name. However, Shannon Gordon, Education Program Consultant, CDE in a personal
communication (January, 2018) stated that the exact number of STEAM schools listed in
the directory and their accompanying websites was an underestimation as many schools
may not technically refer to themselves as STEAM, yet implement a school program that
integrates the subject areas found in a STEAM program. The three-public elementary,
middle, and high schools in the Antelope Valley region of Southern California were
designated as a STEAM school from the California Public School Directory (2020), from
their websites, or as identifying themselves as a STEAM school.
Sample
This study utilized a variety of sampling strategies that included purposeful
sampling, maximum variation (heterogeneity), snowballing, and convenience sampling
procedures (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). Three schools from different school
districts in the Antelope Valley region of Southern California were selected as sample
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schools in this multi-case study. This included an elementary school, a middle school,
and a high school that have STEAM programs. Teachers and leaders were instructors,
teacher leaders, teachers on special assignment (TOSA), program coordinators, and
administrators that work with the STEAM program in their school. Teachers and leaders
were employed in the STEAM program for a minimum of one year.
Eleven teachers and four leaders participated in the study (see Table 5). Teachers’
years in service ranged from 9 to 27 years. The researcher interviewed five teachers and
one leader from the elementary school in a K-8 school district. The elementary school is
referred in this study as Desert Elementary School. Participants were assigned the
numbers A1, A2, A3, A4, and A5. Four out of the five participants had a master’s degree
in curriculum and instruction in addition to a multiple subject teaching credential. One
teacher had an additional master’s in criminal justice and the vice principal had two
additional credentials, a special education credential, and an administrative credential. All
four participants from the elementary school were female. The teachers were assigned to
the following grade levels, 2nd, 5th, 5th, and 6th.
The second school was a middle school in a K-8 school district that was referred
in this study as Innovation Middle School. The four participants consisted of three
teachers and the principal. Three of the participants were female while one was male.
Participants were assigned the numbers B1, B2, B3, and B4. One teacher held a master’s
degree in curriculum and the principal held two masters, one in curriculum and
instruction and another in biblical language. The principal also held a doctorate degree in
leadership. One teacher taught 6th grade English, history, and art. Another teacher taught
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7th grade English, history, and art. The third teacher taught 8th grade math, science, and
engineering.
The third school was a high school in a 9th -12th grade school district where four
teachers and two leaders participated in the study. The high school was referred to as
National High School in this study. Participants were assigned the numbers C1, C2, C3,
C4, C5, and C6. One teacher taught algebra, statistics, and Advancement Via Individual
Determination (AVID) and held a single subject in math and calculus. One teacher taught
civics and economics and world history and held a single subject in social studies and
business. Another teacher taught engineering and physics and held a single subject in
physics with authorizations in geo science and instructional education art. One teacher
taught biology and held a single subject in biology composite teaching and a master’s in
administration. Both leaders from this school were vice principals and both held
doctorate degrees in leadership. All three schools have been implementing STEAM
programs but in different structures and at different stages. Table 5 shows participant
demographics including years taught and years taught in a STEAM program.
Table 5
Demographic Data of the Sample
Participan
t Number

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
B1
B2
B3
B4
C1

Gender

Overall
Years
Taught

Years in
STEAM
Program

Degrees Held

Teacher
/Leader

School Type

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F

16
14
25
14
27
18
10
9
19
16

12
4
12
9
4
6
3
1
6
12

BA, MA,
BA, MA
BA
BA, MA
BA, MA
BA
BA
BA, MA
BA, MA, EdD
BA, Single

T
T
T
T
L
T
T
T
L
T

Elementary
Elementary
Elementary
Elementary
Elementary
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
High School
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Participan
t Number

C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

Gender

Overall
Years
Taught

Years in
STEAM
Program

Degrees Held

Teacher
/Leader

School Type

F
M
M
M
M

15
17
17
10
10

12
12
12
1
3

BA, Single
BA, Single
BA, MA
BA, MA, EdD
BA, MA, EdD

T
T
T
L
L

High School
High School
High School
High School
High School

Analysis of the Data and Findings
The researcher triangulated the data from this study by analyzing data collected
from interviews, researcher notes, and artifacts. Triangulation of data is the convergence
of data from different sources to enhance the consistency of a finding (Yin, 2014).
Interview Procedures and Analysis
The researcher conducted a pilot test interview with a STEAM school principal
that was not a participant in the study. A fellow researcher attended the pilot interview,
made observations, and took notes to provide the researcher with feedback regarding the
interview. The observer discussed interview strategies that could be used to encourage
the interviewee to feel comfortable enough to share more details about each question. The
observer shared that building rapport at the beginning of the interview would allow the
interview to feel more like a conversation and could yield more data. The observer also
indicated that the interview questions aligned with the research questions. The researcher
contacted the principals from each of the three schools by e-mail and by phone to
introduce the topic of study and a participant letter detailing the purpose, procedures,
risks, benefits, and confidentiality procedures (see Appendix F). All communication with
participants was logged in a ‘communication log’ to aid in the organization of scheduling
and completing interviews. The principals e-mailed all teachers in their STEAM program
to see who was willing to participate in the study. This strategy did not work effectively
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and therefore each principal gave the researcher specific names and contact information
for teachers recommended by their principal.
Interviews were scheduled individually with each participant and a follow-up
e-mail was sent to each one including a formal invitation to participate, participant’s bill
of rights (see Appendix I), informed consent, and a copy of the interview protocol. The
11 interview questions were aligned with the four research questions developed for this
study. Pseudonyms were used for each school and participants were assigned a number to
maintain confidentiality. All interviews were conducted online using the Google Meet
platform at the convenience of the participants, upon receiving each participant’s
informed consent. Additionally, each interview was also audio recorded using a separate
recorder in case one recording device malfunctioned. After interviews were transcribed,
they were sent to each participant to check for accuracy. Artifacts were collected before,
during and after the interviews. During one interview one participant offered an artifact
that included the program handbook. Other artifacts were requested and e-mailed to the
researcher or retrieved from the school’s website.
This section details an analysis of 10 scripted interview question responses from
participants. The 10 questions were aligned with the four overarching research questions
of the study. The researcher developed several potential interview questions for each of
the four research questions. The researcher chose 2-3 questions from each section and
collaborated with another researcher to ensure interview questions were aligned with the
research questions (see Appendix C).
After the interviews were recorded, transcribed, and sent to each participant to
review for accuracy, the researcher analyzed responses by creating categories. Interview
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Questions 1, 2, and 4 aligned with Research Question 1. The researcher consolidated all
interview responses for these questions in one file to analyze for common themes.
Interview Questions 3 and 5 aligned to Research Question 2 and therefore were also
merged into one file including all responses for the two questions. Interview Questions 6,
7, and 9 aligned with Research Question 3 and Interview Questions 8 and 9 aligned to
Research Question 4. The same strategy was conducted for Research Questions 3 and 4
to combine and categorize responses.
The researcher reviewed each of the four documents (one document per research
question) containing all participant responses. Each document included 2-3 interview
questions that aligned with one research question. To get a sense of the entire study the
researcher read through data and highlighted ideas that would be repeated. This gave the
researcher ideas of what to call the different codes, that is, categories (McMillan &
Schumacher, 2010). After a long list was created, many codes were able to be combined
based on congruencies. Codes that answered the research questions were labeled as
parent codes and examples of the parent codes were labeled child codes. During the
coding process, the researcher collaborated with a peer researcher to double code 10% of
the data to confirm agreement of at least 70%. Codes from both researchers were linked
and agreed upon during the data analysis process. The peer researcher’s intercoder
reliability of agreement was 87%. The frequency of responses for each category was
merged as appropriate to develop a concise number of themes.
Patton (2002) stated that searching for patterns may be distinguished by theme
analysis. Several themes were developed through the comprehensive analysis of
interview responses, researcher notes, and collected artifacts.
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Research Question 1
How do schools that implement a STEAM program include the arts in their
integrated school program?
Structured interviews from teachers and leaders working in STEAM programs
were analyzed to answer Research Question 1. The frequency of responses was evaluated
to create themes identifying how each school implemented a STEAM program that
included the arts. The themes that emerged from teacher and leader responses were (a)
Offering a variety of art related courses and electives, (b) Providing a committed space
and time for art integration, and (c) Utilizing project based instructional strategies with
art principles and elements. These themes are shown in Table 6. Table 7 gives specific
sub-codes (child codes) where themes were developed from. A list of sub-codes were
then consolidated so that the new list displayed only the most frequent codes as codes
were tallied. To illustrate how relevant each code was to participants from each school,
the number of times a code was referenced in the interview process was included by
school. Desert School, for example referenced an engineering course or class 16 times
during the interview process which reflected 23% of responses in this category as shown
in Table 7. When drawing comparisons of frequencies of total responses and the
percentages of various subcodes across the three schools, the reader must be cognizant
that the elementary school was based on five participants, while the middle and high
school were based on four and six participants, respectively. Thus, specific across school
comparisons when viewed only quantitatively, may somewhat under- or over-state a
finding.
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Table 6
Themes and Frequencies for Research Question 1

Theme
Name

Theme 1:
Offering a
variety of
art related
courses and
electives
Theme 2:
Providing a
committed
space and
time for art
integration
Theme 3:
Utilizing
project
based
instructional
strategies
with art
principles
Total

Desert
Elementary
Number of
Participants
Referencing
Theme
5

Frequency
of Total
Responses
to Theme
102

Innovation
Middle
Number of
Participants
Referencing
Theme
4

Frequency
of Total
Response
to Theme
93

National
High School
Number of
Participants
Referencing
Theme
6

Frequency
of Total
Responses
to Theme
111

5

80

4

136

6

180

5

123

4

130

6

171

5

305

4

359

6

462

Table 7
Themes, Sub Codes, Frequencies, and Percentages for Research Question 1
Theme
Offering a
variety of art
related
courses and
electives

Desert
School

Sub Code







Engineering
Arts (visual)
Drama
Music
Robotics
Labs/design
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Innovation
School

National High
School

16/23%
24/25%
9/45%
15/37%
12/71%
26/43%

14/20%
45/46%
9/45%
4/10%
1/5%
20/32%

40/57%
29/29%
2/10%
21/53%
4/24%
15/25%

(T=102/33%)

(T=93/30%)

(T=111/37%)

Theme
Providing a
committed
space and
time for art
integration







Utilizing
project based
instructional
strategies with
art principles

Desert
School

Sub Code












Engineering Lab
Maker Space
Laser Engravers, Wood
Cutting, CNC Lasers,
Water Jet System
(Space/area)
Art specific instruction in
elective or imbedded in
core subject
Rotation STEAM groups
Projects (projectbased/hands on)
Blending art and core
subjects (designing)
Combining two or more
core subjects
Presentations
School-Wide (all students)
Partnerships with
community companies
Problem solving-real
community issues
Elements of Art
Principles of Design

Innovation
School

National High
School

9/18%
15/32%
17/20%

2/4%
2/4%
9/11%

40/78%
30/64%
57/69%

39/18%

123/57%

53/25%

(T=80/20%)

(T=136/35%)

(T=180/45%)

13/40%
30/32%

7/22%
30/32%

12/38%
34/36%

5/13%

19/50%

14/37%

8/29%

9/32%

11/39%

6/19%
2/9%
15/47%

6/19%
8/36%
7/22%

19/62%
12/55%
10/31%

13/33%

9/23%

17/44%

20/45%
11/17%

18/41%
17/27%

6/14%
36/56%

(T=123/29%)

(T=130/31%)

(T= 171/40%)

Offering a Variety of Art Related Courses and Electives
Teachers and leaders described how STEAM and the arts were implemented at
their school. All participants shared information regarding the specific courses, electives,
and extra-curricular classes offered at their sites. The most frequent courses mentioned
included engineering, the arts, drama, music, robotics, design, and labs, as shown in
Table 7. All participants indicated that art and design was infused throughout other
courses. For example, students had opportunities to design and exercises creativity in
their engineering classes. Participant A.1 stated that teachers incorporate all aspects of
STEAM in the daily instruction. Participant A.2 shared that teaching is very standardsbased but with integration. Participant B.1 explained that art is blended into the history
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class, as just one example of STEAM integration. All participants discussed labs as being
an integral part of their school’s STEAM program as they were spaces where students
had the freedom to be creative.
Art and engineering are subjects all students take according to all participants.
Fifty seven percent of responses pertaining to engineering were from National High
School, 20% were from Innovation Middle School and 23% were from the Desert
Elementary. Desert Elementary made up 25% of the art course references, Innovation
Middle School made up 46%, and National High School made up 29% (see Table 7).
There was a contrast between robotics courses for students at Desert Elementary School
at 71% of responses, while the Innovation Middle School revealed 5% of responses.
National High School reported 24% of responses related to robotics classes. Participants
referenced robotics courses as essential to STEAM programs due to the design elements
of the courses. Participant A1 shared that in robotics courses students had to be able to
follow steps and be given the freedom to be creative. All participants mentioned that the
courses and electives offered played a large role in the type of integration in their
school’s STEAM program.
Providing a Committed Space and Time for Art Integration
All 15 participants emphasized that space and designated time was a significant
factor for art integration. Participants mentioned the following spaces for creativity;
engineering lab, maker space, laser engraver lab, wood cutting lab, CNC laser lab, water
jet system lab, and a lab for art instruction where students learn the foundational
principles of art and design. Space was also described in more basic forms such as labs,
workspace, a separate elective class, and especially a makerspace. A makerspace was
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defined as a large room where students could spread out, have the freedom to design and
overall produce art. The equipment in labs also varied according to the grade levels. For
example, Desert Elementary School shared that their makerspace had a 3D printer and
laser engravers. Innovation Middle School described their maker space as a million-dollar
lab with a 3D printer and where Project Lead the Way Lessons were conducted. National
High School detailed numerous equipment pieces. Participant C.3 for example listed
having a 3D printer, a laser engraver, wood cutting machine, CNC Lasers, and a water jet
system. In addition to having designated spaces for art instruction, teachers and leaders
shared that art was infused throughout all core subjects as much as possible according to
teacher training. Participant B.1 described how art was integrated in history class and
offered the example of students making a pyramid or a mummification piece to create
models of the topics they were learning about.
Differences in the types of spaces provided were evident in each of the three
schools. Innovation Middle School focused on teaching the visual arts and this was
reflected in 57% of the responses for Art specific instruction in an elective or imbedded
in a core subject. However, at National High School, 78% of responses referenced
engineering and 69% of responses mentioned alternative labs, such as labs with laser
engravers, wood cutting tools, CNC lasers, and with water jet systems. Desert
Elementary School had the highest number of responses when the maker space was
described. These school differences gave insight into the artistic focus of each program
and school.
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Utilizing Project-Based Instructional Strategies with Art Principles
When conversing about the arts implementation in STEAM programs,
participants revealed several strategies. The different strategies ranged from a frequency
count of two to 36. The most frequent strategy specified PBL, was followed by principles
of art, elements of art, problem-solving real-world problems, developing partnerships
with the community, rotating STEAM groups, blending art and core subjects, conducting
presentations, and combining two or more core subjects. PBL frequency was evenly
distributed among the three schools. 32% was declared from the Desert Elementary
School, 32% from Innovation Middle School and 36% from National High School, as
shown in Table 7. Many of the other strategies fall under PBL as a sub-category such as
presenting, building partnerships with the community, problem solving real-world issues,
including elements of arts and principals of design, and combining art in core subjects.
Students participated in activities across all grade-levels that related with at least
one aspect of the arts. At the high school level their STEAM program allowed students to
design and create guitars and perform a musical concert for the community using their
design. Students created t-shirts and designed gardens. Students created prototypes for
inventions such as a solar panel for a doghouse that purified rainwater for pets to drink,
developed a portable ramp for disabled wheelchair bound individuals, and designed
drones that had the ability to drop epi-pens for someone in need in remote areas. Students
engaged in pitching and marketing their products and made business cards. High school
students joined many fieldtrips, such as visiting colleges, a power plant, an indoor
skydiving arena, theme parks, and aerospace companies in an effort to see STEAM work
and careers in action. At the middle level students were able to create 3D posters in
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history, act out historical events, take data from paper airplanes for math class and create
artwork that would be displayed for parents and the community in the auditorium. Middle
school students also created sculptures of historical figures. At the elementary level
students performed in a strings concert alongside with a college level conductor and
participate in Project Lead the Way activities.
Research Question 2
What are common features of schools implementing a STEAM program
pertaining to including the arts in their program?
The data indicated that teachers and leaders believe that a common feature of
STEAM schools that include the arts is providing students the freedom to be creative
with a variety of art and design tools. They also believe that schools and districts should
deliver teachers ongoing training in STEAM, provide collaboration/planning time, and
procure funding for the program. Lastly, they feel that having a shared and clear common
mission and vision was important so that educators in the program can enforce and live
by it (see Table 8).
Table 8
Themes and Frequencies for Research Question 2
Desert
Elementary
Theme
Name

Number of
Participants
Referencing
Theme

Theme 1:
Providing
students
freedom to be
creative with
art tools

5

Innovation
Middle
Frequenc
y of Total
Response
s to
Theme
89

Number of
Participants
Referencing
Theme

Frequency
of Total
Responses
to Theme

National
High
School
Number of
Participants
Referencing
Theme

4

92

6

88

Frequency
of Total
Responses
to Theme
166

Desert
Elementary

Innovation
Middle

National
High
School

Theme 2:
Delivering
teachers
ongoing
training,
collaboration,
and funding

5

79

4

47

6

100

Theme 3:
Sharing a
clear vision
among
committed
and dedicated
staff

5

47

4

20

6

71

Total

5

215

4

159

6

337

Table 9
Themes, Sub Codes, Frequencies, and Percentages for Research Question 2
Theme
Providing
students
freedom to
be creative
with art and
design tools

Delivering
teachers
ongoing
training
collaboration,
and funding

Desert
School

Sub Code












Students create, make,
produce
Using Project Based
Learning processes
Maker space
Engineering lab/course
Fundamental art supplies
(pastels, charcoal,
multimedia software, etc.
Training teacher on the
fundamentals of art (art
elements and principles)
PLTW (Project Lead The
Way)
Using tools and equipment
in labs
Funding for equipment,
supplies, teacher training,
fieldtrips, competitions,
showcase
Teachers have time to
collaborate and plan

89

Innovation
School

National High
School

16/22%

27/37%

30/41%

30/32%

30/32%

34/36%

15/31%
20/20%
8/27%

4/8%
21/21%
10/33%

30/61%
60/59%
12/40%

(T=89/25%)

(T= 92/27%)

(T= 166/48%)

22/35%

27/43%

14/22%

6/43%

6/43%

2/14%

24/38%

2/3%

38/69%

13/24%

12/22%

29/54%

14/32%

12/28%

17/40%

Theme

Sharing a
clear vision
among
committed
and dedicated
staff

Sub Code

Desert
School

Innovation
School

National High
School



lessons, activities, projects,
and school-wide events

(T=79/35%)

(T= 47/21%)

(T=100/44%)



Leadership vision shared
with staff
Staff attends student trips
in town, state and out of
the country
Passionate staff organize
and plan extra-curricular
events, competitions, and
community presentations

22/30%

9/13%

41/57%

8/30%

4/15%

15/55%

17/41%

9/22%

15/37%

(T=47/34%)

(T=20/15%)

(T=71/51%)




Providing Students Freedom to be Creative with Art and Design
Teachers and leaders described how their STEAM program ensured that students
had time to create, make a produce art. Students in all schools had access to a maker
space, engineering labs or courses and were supplied with fundamental art tools, such as
pastels, charcoal, and multimedia software to design. All three programs emphasized art
supplies to be equally as important based on the frequency or responses. Desert
Elementary had a frequency of 32%, Innovation Middle School had a 28% frequency,
and National High School had a frequency of 40%. Other categories revealed high of
responses. For example, when the topic of maker space was mentioned, the high school
was responsible for 69% of responses while the elementary school had a 31% frequency
and the middle school only had an 8% frequency. The frequency of responses suggests
that National High School participants believe their maker space lab is a central part of
their STEAM program.
Delivering Teachers Ongoing Training, Collaboration, and Funding
All teacher and leader participants valued and asked for staff to receive ongoing
training and be provided time to plan and collaborate. The funding needed to coincide
these requests. Table 9 shows how each school produced significant codes for training
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even when the topics were different. Desert Elementary School and Innovation Middle
School both scored the same when it came to discussing Project Lead The Way (PLTW),
which is an intense training centering around engineering concepts for teachers. National
High School, however, stressed that their training needed to be in using tools and
equipment, especially for their labs based on 69% of responses to the topic came from
their school. Participant C3 shared that many of the equipment pieces were very
expensive and could be dangerous if not used properly.
Sharing a Clear Vision Among Committed and Dedicated Staff
One category that consistently was referenced in all three schools was the idea of
having the right leaders in place to share a clear vision that supports a dedicated staff.
Leadership vision was more pronounced for the High School participants as they referred
to this in 57% of frequency responses. Having a guiding promoter to the program was
necessary to sustain and keep moving forward. Almost 70 times the idea of teacher
commitment and dedication was evident as shown in Table 9. Participants shared that
teachers put in a lot of extra time and hours after school and on weekends. Participant C4
described several extra-curricular events that teachers attend including taking students to
an annual competition in Australia.
Research Question 3
What do school leaders and teachers believe are the necessary criteria for
successfully including the arts in their schools STEAM program?
The four main themes revealed by the interview questions were related to teacher
and leader beliefs on necessary criteria for successful STEAM programs. The four
themes included previous ideas of establishing and maintaining a clear mission and vision
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by school leaders. Participants also indicated that procuring funding, grants, supplies, and
partnerships for STEAM programs was essential. Sustaining a STEAM program needs to
have committed and dedicated staff. As shown in Table 10 and Table 11, responses
frequently displayed that engaging students in higher level explorative activities and
showcasing and presenting their work was necessary for an authentic STEAM program.
Table 10
Themes and Frequencies for Research Question 3
Desert
Elementar
y
Number of
Participants
Referencing
Theme
5

Frequency
of Total
Responses
to Theme
43

Number of
Participants
Referencing
Theme
4

5
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Theme 3:
Sustaining a
STEAM program
with committed
and dedicated
staff

5

Theme 4:
Engaging
students in
explorative
activities and
showcasing work
Total

Theme
Name

Theme 1:
Establishing and
maintaining a
clear vision by
school leaders
Theme 2:
Procuring
funding, grants,
supplies, spaces,
and partnerships

Innovation
School
Frequency
of Total
Responses
to Theme
43

National
High
School
Number of
Participants
Referencing
Theme
6

Frequency
of Total
Responses
to Theme
67

4

40

6

119

50

4

42

6

83

5

115

4

93

6

280

5

299

4

218

6

549
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Table 11
Themes, Sub Codes, Frequencies, and Percentages for Research Question 3
Theme
Establishing
and
maintaining
a clear vision
by school
leaders






Procuring
funding,
grants,
supplies,
spaces, and
partnerships





Sustaining a
STEAM
program with
committed
and
dedicated
staff







Engaging
students in
explorative
activities and
showcasing
work

Desert School

Sub Code






Innovation
School

National
High School

School leaders have a plan with
set expectations and boundaries
for the program
Art instruction is integrated to
technology curriculum
School leaders share a “Why”
(purpose) for the program
continuously

22/30%

9/13%

41/57%

9/28%

15/47%

8/25%

12/24%

19/39%

18/37%

(T=43/33%)

(T=43/33%)

(T=67/44%)

School leaders actively seek
funding from outside donors,
district budgets, and grants
from companies investing in
STEAM skills for students
Schools ensure there is a maker
Space, Labs, supply closets,
viable schedules, and processes
to maintain equipment and
resources
There is a good sense of
community through
partnerships and parent
involvement,

31/26%

30/25%

58/49%

39/54%

4/6%

29/40%

21/36%

6/10%

32/54%

(T=91/36%)

(T=40/16%)

(T=119/48
%)

Teachers have ‘buy in’ and
teach faithfully
Teachers give 110%, work
extra hours, and attend extracurricular events (competitions,
trips, maker fair)
Staff participates in ongoing
training and collaborate
continuously
Staff visited another STEAM
school investing time in

19/54%

4/12%

12/34%

4/13%

7/23%

20/64%

22/27%

27/33%

34/40%

5/19%
(T=50/29%)

4/15%
(T=42/24%)

17/66%
(T=83/47%)

Extra-curricular activities
(choir, orchestra, robotics,
dance)
Students create, make, and
produce art (are well rounded in
the design process)
All core subjects involve art
components (gain importance
of the arts)
Students persevere through
solving real-world problems
(solar power doghouse, portable

37/68%

8/15%

9/17%

41/17%

45/19%

155/64%

5/17%

8/28%

16/55%

13/32%

12/29%

16/39%
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Theme

Desert School

Sub Code





wheelchair ramp, Epi-pen
dropping drone)
Celebrate student outcomes
(presentations, maker fair,
competitions)
Students collaborate and build
strong relationships with staff
(cohorts)
Students gain marketable and
transferrable skills for future
jobs in STEAM

Innovation
School

National
High School

7/25%

11/39%

10/36%

6/23%

3/12%

17/65%

6/9%

6/9%

57/82%

(T=115/24%)

(T=93/19%)

(T=280/57
%)

Establishing and Maintaining a Clear Mission and Vision by School Leaders
Comments about a school’s mission and vision were prevalent in responses from
all participants from all three schools. Desert Elementary and Innovation Middle School
each had had 43 responses. Each comprised 28% of the total responses. National High
School resulted in 44% of the responses in this category as they commented on this
theme 67 times. Participants believe that school leaders need to have a plan with a set of
expectations and boundaries for their program. School leaders seemed even more critical
at the high school level as it contained 57% of the frequency in responses. In this
category a total of 153 of the codes were mentioned and 49 of them pertained to school
leaders sharing a “why” or purpose for the program continuously. This made up 32% of
the responses for this theme. In addition to leadership, all three schools were also very
interested in ensuring art instruction integration was occurring with technology as
necessary criteria for their STEAM program.
Procuring Funding, Grants, Supplies, Spaces, and Partnerships
Participant C.1 said that to get students interested in STEAM fields, community
partnerships needed to be made. National High School connected with Lockheed Martin
Corporation and Northrop Grumman Corporation which are companies centered around
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developing, prototyping, and producing military aircraft systems. This led to the highest
frequency count for National High School centering around community partnerships.
Innovation Middle School believed that their leaders were actively seeking funding from
outside donors, district budgets, and grants from companies investing in STEAM skills
for students. Participants mentioned this in 25% of their responses. Desert Elementary,
however felt that their maker space was an essential part of the program even more so
than leadership or community endeavors. They shared that the maker space lab was a
central component of their entire STEAM school. All participants agreed that successful
STEAM programs hold a good sense of community through partnerships and parent
involvement as evidenced in Table 11.
Sustaining a STEAM program with Committed and Dedicated Staff
Sustaining a STEAM program was also said to be dependent on having
committed and dedicated staff. Participant C.3 expressed that teachers must buy-in to the
program and be very involved. Participant C.2 agreed that the attitude and commitment
of the teacher play a big role in a STEAM program’s success. The ideas that emerged
more frequently through the interview process included teachers having buy-in and
teaching the curriculum faithfully. Teachers were also said to give 110%, work extra
hours and attend extra-curricular events. Staff also participate in ongoing training and
collaborate often. Differences in the way each school’s participants responded, however,
indicated that each school valued one area over another. For example, Table 11 shows
54% of the frequency responses from Desert Elementary participants shared they thought
teacher buy-in was the most important. Thirty three percent of Innovation Middle School
participants’ frequency responses indicated they believed ongoing training was the most
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critical. Sixty four percent of National High School’s participant responses said that
teachers putting in extra time and working extra hours was the most impactful piece of
sustaining the program.
Engaging Students in Higher Level Explorative Activities and Showcasing Outcomes
The highest code frequency in Theme 4, showed that teachers and leaders
confidently believed necessary criteria for successful STEAM programs primarily
involved students engaging in higher level explorative activities and showcasing
outcomes. Examples of this included participating in extra-curricular activities like choir,
orchestra, robotics, or dance. Desert Elementary participants relied more heavily on
extra-curricular activities as they shared this in 68% of their frequency responses. All
three schools had similar results when discussing students creating, making, and
producing art to develop well-rounded students in the design process. This concept
showed up 41 times in the elementary school, 45 times in the middle school and 155
times in the high school. It should be noted that there were more participants from the
high school and therefore they would have a higher number or responses in most
categories. When individual school percentages of responses were reviewed, it was
revealed that 82% of the referencing marketable and transferrable skills came from
National High School’s participants. This may be due to the age of the student groups
they teach, as they are much closer to joining the workforce than elementary students.
National High School participants referenced that their program goals included
developing student skills to make them more marketable for future jobs in STEAM.
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Research Question 4
What do school leaders and teachers believe are obstacles for including the arts in
their schools STEAM program?
When analyzing the most impactful obstacles for including the arts in STEAM
programs three themes emerged. Sustaining and maintaining program fidelity, funding
with district budgets, grants, and resourcing. The last theme centered around staffing.
Teachers and leaders indicated that staffing programs with qualified expert instructors
that fit the school’s vision was a big obstacle for a STEAM program (see Table 12).
Table 12
Themes and Frequencies for Research Question 4
Desert
School
Number of
Participants
Referencing
Theme
5

Frequency
of Total
Responses
to Theme
81

Number of
Participants
Referencing
Theme
4

Frequency
of Total
Responses
to Theme
83

National
High
School
Number of
Participants
Referencin
g Theme
6

Theme 2:
Funding
with
district
budgets,
grants, and
resourcing

5

32

4

45

6

61

Theme 3:
Staffing
with
qualified
expert
instructors
that fit the
vision

5

52

4

56

6

53

Total

5

165

4

184

6

200

Theme
Name

Theme 1:
Sustaining
and
maintainin
g program
fidelity

Innovation
Middle

97

Frequency
of Total
Responses
to Theme
86

Sustaining and Maintaining Program Fidelity
When discussing how to sustain and maintain program fidelity during structured
interviews, six factors were displayed most frequently in the data. Regrouping and
rebuilding from COVID-19 school closures impacted their STEAM program
significantly. Desert Elementary School participants expressed that their program had
suffered greatly with closures because they lost staff and programs. Currently, they were
searching for staff to fill important positions such as the staff member running their
maker space lab. Although the other two schools were also concerned with rebuilding
after COVID-19 school closures the elementary teachers and leaders mentioned this more
frequently in their interview responses. This made up 44% of their sub code responses in
Table 13.
Innovation Middle School and National High School teachers and leaders
believed that staff turnover, especially in administration could jeopardize the vision of the
program. Innovation School participants made up 37% of the frequency responses while
National School made up 40%. Participant A.5 stated that staffing was difficult and that
having the right people that fit the vision of the school was imperative to sustaining the
program. Participant C.4 said that liking your administrator might be terrible because in
approximately three years they would have a new one. Then the program could lose the
right leader willing to sustain the program.
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Table 13
Themes, Sub Codes, Frequencies, and Percentages for Research Question 3
Theme
Sustaining
and
maintaining
program
fidelity









Funding
with
district
budgets,
grants, and
resourcing







Staffing
with
qualified
expert
instructors
that fit the
vision

Desert School

Sub Code








Innovation
School

National
High School

Regrouping and rebuilding
from COVID-19 school
closures (lost instructional staff
in the arts and overall learning
loss for students)
Staff turnover, especially in
administration can jeopardize
the vision of the program
Finding professional
development/ training
Locating existing art and
design curriculum
Participating in too many
activities where staff and
students become overwhelmed
Logistical issues with
schedules and grouping

14/44%

10/31%

8/25%

10/23%

16/37%

17/40%

22/31%

31/43%

19/26%

5/23%

11/50%

6/27%

16/32%

10/20%

24/48%

14/45%

5/16%

12/39%

(T= 81/32%)

(T=83/33%)

(T=86/35%)

Art is not prioritized when
Math and Language Arts are
tested by the state (competing
pressures)
School scramble to replace
funding when a grants expire
Continuously seeking grants to
replenish supplies and to
maintain equipment
Allocating space on campus for
labs and creative design

5/21%

9/38%

10/41%

9/22%

16/35%

21/46%

7/22%

12/39%

12/39%

11/30%

8/22%

18/48%

(T=32/23%)

(T=45/33%)

(T=61/44%)

Training all staff initially and
then continuously because not
all staff have backgrounds in
art
Hiring and placing teachers to
be the right fit (not all teachers
buy in)
Due to lack of curriculum staff
must develop a program from
start to finish for each grade
level
Planning, collaborating,
training, organizing, and
attending special events is time
consuming

22/31%

31/43%

19/26%

9/52%

4/24%

4/24%

5/23%

11/50%

6/27%

16/32%

10/20%

24/48%

(T=52/32%)

(T=56/35%)

(T=53/33%)
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Innovation Middle School differed somewhat in the most pressing obstacles for
including the arts in their school’s STEAM program. They believe that it is challenging
to find professional development and training for staff. Additionally, locating existing art
and design curriculum has proven to be an obstacle. Innovation Middle School made up
43% of response frequencies for fining professional development and 50% for locating
art curriculum. While National High School had all the same concerns that the
elementary and middle school participants shared, they believe that their staff and
students participating in too many activities could lead to being overwhelmed. They
provided 48% of the frequency responses for this obstacle.
Funding with District Budgets, Grants, and Resourcing
All interview participants confidently stated that funding and resourcing was a
huge ongoing problem for all three STEAM programs. Participant B4 was quick to point
out during the interview protocol that the arts are not prioritized like math and language
because it is not fully tested by the state. Competing pressures presents an obstacle for
STEAM programs. Participant C2 explained that after grants were initially provided and
then used up or expired, the school and administrators have to scramble to find ways to
replace funding. In this category all three schools closely agreed that the three sub-codes
(child codes) for this theme were equally as significant. Each category resulted in similar
percentage responses from participants from all three schools. Participant believed that
arts are not prioritized when math and language arts are tested. They also see that
replacing grant money and replenishing supplies has been a struggle. Maintaining
equipment is not only needed to include the arts, it is also critical for staff and student
safety. Administrators are constantly looking for ways to procure more funding for their
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schools’ STEAM programs. Lastly, allocating space on campus for labs and creative
designing activities continues to be an obstacle for each program. National High School
made up 48% of the responses in this category.
Staffing with Qualified Expert Instructors that Fit the Vision
Staffing a STEAM program with qualified expert instructors that fit the vision
was another theme generated by interview data. Due to the lack of professional
development available related to STEAM education and arts integration, is has proven
difficult to train all staff continuously according to 50% of frequency responses. Often
hiring and placing teachers that are the right fit for the program can be a challenge.
Participants also identified that the lack of curriculum for STEAM education was pushing
teachers to develop their own programs from start to finish. Staff expressed that planning
and collaborating was something the program could not survive without. While Desert
Elementary and Innovation Middle School both had the highest frequency response rate
for ‘training staff initially and continuously, National High School felt that planning time,
collaborating, training, organizing, and attending special events was so time consuming,
it was considered the biggest obstacle for their current program. This was shown in Table
13 with 48% of frequency response falling into this category.
Artifact Procedures and Analysis
During study, the researcher collected artifacts from each school district.
Information from each school was gathered through analyzing artifact such as principal
letters to the community, board policies, program handbooks, and mission and vision
statements on websites. Protocols for analyzing artifacts are detailed in Appendix D as
the researcher used an artifact recording form.
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When analyzing artifacts from the three different schools it was evident that each
school implemented the arts in their STEAM program, although each school emphasized
different components. Artifacts collected from Desert Elementary School included the
school’s mission and vision statement, the principal’s letter to parents and the community
in 2020, and the school’s handbook for 2021. For Innovation Middle School, artifacts
collected included the school’s mission and vision statement, and the district’s board
policy regarding instruction of visual and performing arts education. For National High
School artifacts collected included the school’s website information about their STEAM
program, the school’s mission and vision statement, and the school’s handbook. Desert
Elementary School’s artifacts gave the researcher insight into the end goals for students
participating in their STEAM program. The school’s handbook included statements about
STEAM related jobs growing by 14% in just few years (2020) and would continue to be
in high demand. The school’s mission and vision statement did not mention jobs;
however, it detailed that students were taught to think critically, problem solve, be
determined, work hard, adapt, have a positive mindset and social skills, and use
creativity. These are also skills linked to STEAM careers that educational institutions aim
to connect students with. The principal’s letter to the community only further solidified
that the school focused on Project-Based Learning, which was a strong component of
STEAM education.
Innovation Middle School also displayed their mission and vision statements
online to show the community they were also aiming to teach students to think critically
and solve real-world problems through engineering and the visual arts. Their district
board policy supported their visual and performing arts school-wide focus. Their School
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Accountability Report Card (SARC(2020-21) concluded that every student would take an
art course, learn the principles of art, elements of design and exercise creativity while
using technology to solve-real world problems. National High School had similar targets
for student learning. Their artifacts in their mission and vision statement highlighted
hands-on real-world approaches to learning interdisciplinary concepts. Their school
website displayed project-based learning concepts that allowed students to create. The
high school’s handbook also emphasized cross-curricular approaches to learning through
projects across all classes.
Summary
This chapter presented data from a multiple-case study from the perspective of
teachers and leaders working in STEAM programs that infuse the arts. The 15
participants were sampled from five elementary staff participants, four middle school
participants, and six high school participants from three various school districts in the
Antelope Valley region of Southern California. All participants from the same school
needed to include a similar element in their response for a theme to be developed. An
examination of interviews conducted helped identify common themes for how STEAM is
implemented at each school, what common features the program incudes and what
obstacles exist in each program.
Research Question 1 sought to describe how STEAM schools include the arts in
their integrated program. The data revealed that the three STEAM school offered a
variety of art related courses and electives. Some of the courses offered included
engineering, visual arts, drama, music, robotics, and design. All three schools stressed
that the arts were imbedded in all coursework, especially in engineering as students had
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opportunities to design and be creative. Participants from all three schools shared how
important they believed having the spaces needed for these activities to take place was
critical. They described having an engineering lab, a maker space, other labs to engrave,
cut wood, and also labs for producing the more traditional arts, such as painting and
drawing. The strategies used in these courses and labs generated from PBL principles.
PBL principles included strategies such as problem-solving real-world issues, integrating
more than one subject, collaboration, critical thinking, and presenting student work.
Research Question 2 sought to identify common features of all three schools but
the interview process also revealed some dissimilar aspects as well. Common features
included providing students many opportunities to be creative by participating in projectbased learning, by utilizing labs such as maker space, and also engaging in the more
traditional art elements that include drawing and using several art mediums. For STEAM
programs to be able to do this, participants voiced that training staff was a non-negotiable
part of its success. It was understood that it was not enough to train staff initially for
ongoing continuous training in art was also needed. Staff needs to collaborate, have time
to plan, and all of these essential parts need to be funded. The last crucial part of program
success pointed to leadership. Staff believed that a shared vision of why they work in a
STEAM program was vital in order for teachers to maintain commitment, passion and the
dedication required for their school’s STEAM program.
Although, many similarities were discovered in this study, one major difference
was each school’s program structure. Desert Elementary had self-contained teachers in all
grade levels that taught the core subjects while integrating the arts when possible.
Elementary students rotated through elective courses throughout the day to experience
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the maker space, arts, music, drama and other STEAM subjects. Innovation Middle
School incorporated art in all core subjects, however they made sure every student
received a graded art course that focused on the visual arts. National High School chose
to create a program within a program. They have a Digital Design Academy that
incorporates the arts in all core subjects as well. Their art design electives focus on
multimedia arts and using creative design with technology that will transfer easily into
STEAM jobs.
Research Question 3 aimed to find the essential parts of a STEAM program that
the program could not survive without. Participants from all schools, although weighted
differently, agreed on four main essential themes. Establishing and maintaining a clear
vision by school leaders. Teachers needed to buy into that vision and staffing should
reflect the school’s vision as well. All participants agreed that funding for supplies and
training, building strong partnerships with the community was key to sustaining their
program. Once all supplies, training, and partnerships were established, students needed
to continue to do explorative work that lends itself to creative design and showcasing
student products.
Research Question 4 focused on the barriers schools had to overcome or continue
to experience which are challenges for STEAM programs. All participants expressed that
it was not enough to establish a STEAM program because sustaining it was an ongoing
obstacle that needed to be overcome. When schools procure funding for supplies and
trainings it only starts the process over again as schools continuously search for more
funding to keep their program functioning. Establishing a clear vision and working with
passionate and dedicated staff was described as only an initial accomplishment since
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there will always be staff turnover. It was critical for new staff to be training, buy in and
develop that same work ethic. When staff is not the right fit for the school’s vision it can
create more obstacles that teachers and leaders overcome.
Chapter V provides implications of the developed themes in this study. The
researcher draws conclusions from the findings that lead to recommendations for further
research. The researcher concludes the study with reflections and observations of the
research process.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Overview
Chapter V presents a summary of the purpose of study, research questions,
methodology and data collection that led to major findings. Under major findings a
summary of conclusions, implications, and recommendations for further research are
presented. The chapter concludes with closing remarks and reflections.
Summary of the Study
Research Problem Studied
The nation’s low number of future professionals ready to fill STEM related jobs
and the continuous national competitiveness has led to a push in STEAM education
(Brown et al., 2011). Fioriello, (2011) argued that engineering and science fields would
have work shortages if graduation rates in these fields continued to drop. STEM learning
needed to prompt excitement for learning if the nation was to produce more STEM
graduates. Tarnoff, (2011) expressed ideas that America's competitiveness was equally
distinguished by its creative industry. Over time, an understanding that the STEM model
needed to integrate artistic design elements as well was more widely accepted. It was
evident that research was needed to describe how the “arts” were integrated in STEAM
programs.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this qualitative multi-case study was to describe and analyze how
schools that implement a STEAM program include the arts in their integrated program.
The study focused on three K-12 schools in Southern California that are located in the
Antelope Valley high desert region of the state. This multi-case study analyzed an
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elementary school, a middle school and a high school that are in different districts in the
area.
Research Questions
This study explored the following research questions:
1. How do schools that implement a STEAM program include the arts in their
integrated school program?
2. What are common features of schools implementing a STEAM program
pertaining to including the arts in their integrated program?
3. What do school leaders and teachers believe are the necessary criteria for
successfully including the arts in their schools STEAM program?
4. What do school leaders and teachers believe are obstacles for including the
arts in their schools STEAM program?
Research Methodology and Data Collection
The study used a qualitative multi-case study design (Yin, 2014). STEAM
programs were explored to describe how art was integrated in three schools in Southern
California. The research also identified what school leaders and teachers believed were
necessary for successfully including the arts in their schools STEAM program. Protocols
for structured on-on-one interviews were developed for 15 participants. The interview
process was field-tested with feedback provided from another investigator not associated
with the study. Other data sources for a triangulation design included artifacts and
researcher notes. The data collection process allowed the researcher to transcribe, review,
and categorize data to identify themes that answered each of the four research questions.
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Population
The target population for this study included public elementary, middle, and high
schools in California that identified themselves as STEAM schools during the 2021-22
school year. According to the CDE’s 2020 Public School Directory, 28 schools were
identified as STEAM schools due to the inclusion of STEAM acronym in the school’s
name. A consultant from the California Department of Education advised that the 28
schools is probably an underestimate of the actual number of STEAM schools in
California. A sampling frame was generated from the target population using a list of
elements that were selected (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). The sampling frame is
comprised of the following criterion:


The three public elementary, middle, and high schools in the Antelope Valley
region of Southern California designated as a STEAM school from the
California Public School directory (2020), from their websites, or as
identifying themselves as a STEAM school.

Sample
This study employed a variety of sampling approaches; purposeful sampling,
particularly maximum variation (heterogeneity), snowballing, and convenience sampling
strategies (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010; Patten, 2017). In this study, an elementary
school, middle school, and high school from three different school districts in the
Antelope Valley region of Southern California (maximum variation) were selected as
sample schools in this multi-case study.
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Major Findings
The major findings in this chapter are presented by each research question.
Research Question 1
How do schools that implement a STEAM program include the arts in their
integrated school program?
The study found that schools integrated the arts through their use of PBL. This is
consistent with research linking the arts with PBL (Billiar et al, 2014). The findings
suggested that PBL engaged in the art and design process by providing students a voice,
including problem solving strategies and allowing for collaboration opportunities. The
projects tended to involve community partnerships as evidenced by schools working with
aerospace industries and drone companies. Projects culminated in a presentation or
showcasing of student work in the form of open houses or competitions. Ultimately,
students participated in the reflective process regarding this extended period.
The study also revealed that STEAM schools provide large, designated spaces for
art integration to occur. All three schools described spaces used as rooms larger than
regular sized classrooms, with sufficient areas to spread out and allow students to create.
All participants mentioned numerous types of labs: engineering labs, maker space, labs to
engrave, design with wood, and even use a water jet system. One of the spaces most
frequently cited was an art lab where instruction was focused on art rather than art being
the venue to achieve curriculum standards in other subjects. Students in STEAM schools
were enrolled in core subjects like math, English, science, and history; however, their
core subjects integrated arts instruction. Additionally, students were enrolled in other
electives such as engineering, visual arts, drama, robotics, and multimedia labs.
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Research Question 2
What are common features of schools implementing a STEAM program
pertaining to including the arts in their program?
It was found that teachers and leaders in STEAM programs believe that three
main components are required to classify themselves as a STEAM program They believe
that students must have the freedom to create, design, and produce art with design tools.
They also believe that STEAM programs should have funding for ongoing staff training
and collaboration opportunities (Bush, 2007). Teachers and leaders believe that sharing a
clear vision among committed and dedicated staff was critical for implementing a
STEAM program that includes the arts.
The data for this research question centered on the idea that students must create,
make, and produce art. They accomplish this through project-based learning strategies
and using spaces such as a maker space and other labs separate from the regular
classrooms (Morgan et. al. 2013). Art supplies were important to have on hand, such as
pastels, charcoal, watercolors, and multimedia software to practice technological design
skills.
Teachers and leaders communicated that providing staff training and time to
collaborate was another common feature of STEAM schools that implement the arts.
They believed this was notable because teachers did not necessarily have a background in
the art. Teachers must have time to plan and collaborate with colleagues to ensure
students receive instruction that implements the arts in all subjects. Teachers received
training on the fundamentals of art through trainings with artists, which allowed teachers
to grasp the basic elements of art and the principles of design. Due to the additional
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teacher trainings, planning time, and time invested in extra events, funding was
indispensable for their STEAM program.
It was also not enough for school leaders to have a clear and shared vision of the
“why” of what they do if the funding was not there to support the vision. Sometimes this
could mean having adequate funds to hire more qualified expert teachers that fit the
school’s vision or it could mean the difference between retaining a teacher that was on
board with a STEAM program goals.
Research Question 3
What do school leaders and teachers believe are the necessary criteria for
successfully including the arts in their schools STEAM program?
The study identified four beliefs needed to successfully integrate the arts in a
STEAM program. (a) School leaders believed in establishing a clear vision for the
program that needed to be articulated publicly; (b) They believed that procuring funding,
supplies, and partnerships was critical to maintain the program; (c) School leaders and
teachers believed that teachers needed to be committed and dedicated to their work; and
(d) They also believed that students must engage in explorative activities and showcase
their work.
The leadership vision provided staff, students, and families with motivation to
remind them of the purpose and goals of their program. Program goals translated into
expected student outcomes achieved from their participation in a STEAM program. It
also fell under the school leader’s responsibilities to continuously obtain funding for the
program in the form of grants, earmarking district and school budgets, confirming
facilities that would be needed for lab space, and making connections with the
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community to develop productive partnerships that support STEAM programs and
students (Atkinson & Mayo, 2010). Teachers were dedicated to the program as they
expressed having buy-in, which inspired them to give 100% and put in extra time.
Teachers attend events and competitions outside of the school day frequently to allow
students to present their work. Engaging students in explorative activities was described
as persevering through solving real-world problems, collaborating, and building strong
relationships with staff through the cohort models. Program vision, funding, committed
staff and engaging activities for students were believed to be necessary criteria for
successfully including the arts in STEAM programs (Ghanbari, 2014).
Research Question 4
What do school leaders and teachers believe are obstacles for including the arts in
their schools STEAM program?
The study found that schools with STEAM programs had three major obstacles
for including the arts in their programs: (a) Sustaining and maintaining program fidelity,
(b) Funding with district budgets, grants, and resourcing, and (c) Staffing programs with
qualified expert teachers that fit the vision of the program.
Participant responses from all three schools indicated that sustaining and
maintaining program authenticity was the most critical barrier for their program.
Maintaining program fidelity was especially difficult during the last two years because
schools across the nation closed due to the COVID-19 epidemic. Many teachers
expressed that their programs regressed and that their site has had a difficult time
regrouping. Hiring staff for vacant positions has been challenging in addition to dealing
with the learning loss from students being quarantined at home for over a year. In
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addition to staff turnover, finding professional development that aligns with STEAM
program principles has been difficult (G. Bush, 2006). Leaders from the three schools
reported that finding STEAM curriculum was impossible because it did not exist. The
results indicated that schools were forced to develop their own curriculum for STEAM.
Building a new curriculum added to the extra time staff had to put into their work.
Participating in too many activities and tasks proved to be difficult for staff and students
to sustain an effective STEAM program.
Funding continued to be an obstacle for STEAM programs due to many grants
being provided and then once they expire, leaders were left to find ways to replace them.
It was also evident that the arts were not a priority in school districts because language
and math tests were the ones evaluated by the state. Having a resource of funding from
within the district and the community was a reoccurring obstacle expressed my many of
the participants. Funding was also correlated to the quality of staff hired for each STEAM
program.
Unexpected Findings
The study exposed an unexpected finding pertaining to program diversity. The
study found that each of the three schools structured their STEAM program differently by
imbedding alternative programs. The elementary school (Desert School) chose to
concentrate on having students experience a well-rounded art program that had every
student participate in a 12-week cycle of art. For several weeks students participated in
drama, and then the next several weeks they attended a music class, and lastly, they
would engage in a visual arts course. The middle school (Innovation School) selected to
focus their STEAM program on teaching the fundamentals of art. They taught the
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elements of art and the principles of design. All students participated in an art course in
addition to experiencing art infusion in all their other core classes. The high school
(National School) however, had a very different program. They developed a school
within a school. A school of over 3,000 students only included about one-third of their
students in a STEAM academy. This meant that while two-third of the students
participated in traditional high school courses, one-third of the students rotated through
specialized core classes that integrated the arts frequently. The one-third of the school in
the academy also had opportunities to take specialized electives such as the engineering
lab and labs that allowed them to design and build prototypes. Only students in the
academy had opportunities to attend trips such as competitions in other countries.
Conclusions
Conclusion 1
Based on the finding that leadership drives the success of a STEAM program
through applying a shared vision and resourcefulness, it can be concluded that school
districts must work to market their district to employ leaders with exceptional qualities.
Qualities that ought to be present in candidates for STEAM school administration include
having a passion for STEAM education, being able to articulate a vision for a STEAM
program that motivates stakeholders, and being able to find creative ways to build
community partnerships and funding.
Conclusion 2
The findings showed teachers in STEAM programs spend extra time to plan and
train; therefore, it is concluded that school districts need to create a professional
development structure in STEAM schools that allow for staff to have designated time
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more than once a week. During collaboration time, teachers should meet with colleagues
to plan lessons that align subject matter projects, create formative assessments, organize
events and participate in trainings pertaining to art instruction. Having scheduled blocks
of time to accomplish teacher professional development will reduce the amount of time
teachers work outside their contracted time. It will also promote productive growth
during professional development because teachers will not have to scramble to find time
during the week or on weekends. All staff will be collaborating at the same time to make
more meaningful gains to the program.
Conclusion 3
The findings illustrated that PBL is the foundation of STEAM programs;
therefore, it is concluded that STEAM program curriculum can be developed by aligning
its framework to the already existing PBL structure. Leaders in STEAM schools reported
they have a difficult time finding existing curriculum for STEAM programs. Utilizing
existing curriculum and combining STEAM education elements can provide educators a
clear outline for what a robust STEAM program should look like.
Implications for Action
The results of this study point to several implications for action in public schools.
The following implications assert that leadership, staffing, funding, and program
structure are essential parts of a successful STEAM program that integrates the arts.
1. It is essential for school districts and or school leaders to develop a shared
vision with the school community to establish commitment and buy in for the
advancement of the schools STEAM program and art infusion.
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2. School leadership must identify professional development for staff in STEAM
programs that will align with the school’s mission and vision and continue the
process periodically to sustain the quality of a STEAM program.
3. Contacts and partnerships with the community are essential for school leaders
to be able to continuously maintain adequate funding for program expenses
such as training, art supplies, equipment maintenance, and extra-curricular
activities through building strong relationships with the community.
4. School leaders must hire teachers that are a good fit for a STEAM program by
ensuring they encompass non-negotiable characteristics such as perseverance,
commitment, dedication, collaboration skills, and most importantly, passion.
If there are staff members on site that are not the right fit for the program,
leaders must work to remove them, replace them.
5. School leaders need to focus on having the correct staffing in the program first
and then proceed to move towards the programs vision. This is as opposed to
starting with an established staff and introducing a new program and vision in
the hopes that staff will buy in.
6. Effective STEAM schools incorporate ample space for students to create,
make and produce art. This should be accomplished through providing a
maker space or labs that are separate from classrooms.
7. STEAM programs should integrate subjects rather than teach them in
isolation. All subjects need to integrate one form of artistic design that may
range from fundamental visual art elements to multi-media and digital design
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components. Subject integration can be achieved through Project-based
Learning strategies.
Recommendations for Further Research
The findings of this study addressed four research questions and generated several
recommendations for further research.
1. A study could replicate this qualitative multi-case study to include participants
from other regions in California. This would produce information about
regions that may have other mission and vision program goals due to the
community partnerships in the area.
2. A study could focus on the leadership role in a STEAM program that
integrates the arts. Comparisons among leaders from various regions could
identify essential leadership qualities for successful STEAM programs.
3. A study could compare students in a STEAM academy and students attending
traditional courses that do not integrate subjects. The researcher could identify
student skills present in students from each program.
4. A study could determine the implications of professional development for
STEAM teachers, leaders, and district staff.
5. A quantitative study could survey teachers and leaders from STEAM
programs that have successfully closed the achievement gap in low income
communities.
6. A study could identify the type of funding STEAM programs utilize and how
they procure them compared to traditional schools.
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Concluding Remarks and Reflections
As a former general education teacher in a traditional school and now a school
leader continuously searching for methods of increasing student achievement, I had to
think back to my own educational experiences to make connections. Knowing that the
most memorable educational experiences were those where learning was active and
associated with real-world problems were the ones that had the biggest impact on my
individual learning. As a first-time school leader years ago, I was at the head of a new
program that aimed to be a STEAM academy. It was evident then that STEAM programs
varied widely, and it was unclear what elements were needed to successful develop a new
STEAM program.
One intent of this study was to find common elements of STEAM programs to
provide a better roadmap for educational leaders developing unique curriculum that will
improve the chances of student success after high school. Simultaneously, if education
can increase the number of college graduates in STEAM careers then the workforce
could extensively benefit. Ultimately, the end goal of the education system is to equip
students with skills needed to be productive members of society. The reason many
educators enter the profession is typically because they want to make an impact and
contribute to something bigger than themselves. This idea was even more pronounced in
my upbringing as an immigrant to the United States of America and as an English
Language Learner starting at the age of six, in first grade. Learning English as a second
language presented itself with additional challenges in elementary school in addition to
learning the school curriculum. However, having a talent for the arts helped me transfer
skills from one subject to others.
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Exercising creativity in as many subjects and areas has contributed greatly to my
educational experience. The intent is to replicate these skills in younger generations to
help them develop transferable and marketable skills for future success. While studying
the different STEAM programs, I realize that specialized programs have teachers that are
more dedicated and committed than in traditional skills. The amount of extra time needed
for additional planning, collaboration, training was only something passionate individuals
could do because it could not correlate to adequate financial compensation. Educators in
these programs must receive great compensation through knowing the impact they make
in student’s lives. Education is something that cannot be taken away from the individual
unlike material things. This makes education one of the most valuable resources we can
acquire.
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APPENDIX B
Interview Protocol

Name of
Interviewer:
Place of Interview:
Date of Interview:
Recording:
Interview Start
Time:

Zoom meeting recording video and voice
Interview End Time:

Opening Statement: Good Morning/Afternoon/Evening,
Thank you for taking the time to participate in this interview. To review, this
interview is part of the research process to complete my doctorate in Organizational
Leadership at Umass Global University in Irvine, California. The purpose of the study is
to provide educators a clearer definition of what a STEAM program consists of through
your experiences in the program. I am interviewing teachers and program leaders to
identify what ingredients are necessary for program implementation. All the information
you give will remain confidential and you will be provided with a transcript of the
interview. Additionally, permission to record this interview is required.
Interview Agenda: I anticipate this interview will take about 30-45 minutes. As a
review of the process leading up to this interview, you were invited to participate via
letter, and signed an informed consent form that outlined the interview process and the
condition of complete anonymity for the purpose of this study. We will begin with
reviewing the Letter of Invitation, Informed Consent Form, Umass Global University’s
Participants Bill of Rights and the video/audio release form. After reviewing the forms
you will be asked to sign documents pertinent for this study, which include:
a. Informed Consent Form
b. Video/Audio Release Form
I will begin the recording and ask a list of questions related to the purpose of this study. I
may take notes as the interview is being recorded. If you are uncomfortable with me
taking notes, please let me know and I will only continue with the recording of the
interview. Lastly, I will stop the recording and conclude our interview session. After your
interview I transcribed, you will receive a copy of the complete transcripts to check for
accuracy prior to the data being analyzed. Please remember that anytime during this
process you have the right to stop the interview. If at any time you do not understand the
questions, please ask questions. Are there any questions or concerns before we begin with
the interview questions.
Demographic Information
Name of Interviewee:
Position:
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Number of Years as
Faculty:
Faculty Experience
Elsewhere?
If so how long?
Degrees/certificates Held:
1. What is your level of involvement in your School’s STEAM program?
2. How does your school include the arts in a STEAM program?
3. What are the most essential parts of the STEAM program relating to the arts
integration at your site?
4. Describe what steps you and your team took for a STEAM program to be
implemented at your school or in your classroom.
5. What skills do students learn through their participation in your STEAM
program that includes the arts?
6. What is a STEAM component that the program cannot survive without?
7. What have been some successful outcomes of teaching or integrating the arts
into a STEAM program?
8. What challenges have you or your team experienced in creating, maintaining
and developing a STEAM program that includes the arts?
9. What are some school initiatives needed to start an art infused STEAM
program at any school?
10. What was the biggest obstacle for implementing a STEAM program that
includes the arts at your school and or in your classroom?
11. Conclusion: Is there anything else you would like to add about the STEAM
program your school has developed?
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APPENDIX C
Alignment of Interview Questions with Research Questions
1. How do schools that implement a STEAM program include the arts in their
integrated school program?
 What is the STEAM approach?
 How does your school include the arts in a STEAM programs?
 What do the letters in STEAM mean and how to you integrate each subject in
the curriculum?
 How does the addition of the Arts change the nature of a previous STEM
program?
 What is your level of involvement in your School’s STEAM program?
 What is your familiarity with a STEAM program?
 Describe what steps you and your team took for a STEAM program to be
implemented at your school or in your classroom.
 How do the arts in your STEAM program overlap with other school
programs/classes/curriculum?
2. What are common features of schools implementing a STEAM program
pertaining to including the arts in their program?
 Have you participated in other STEAM programs besides the current one at
your school? If so, what was your overall experience with the program and
how does it compare to your current program?
 What are the most essential parts of the STEAM program relating to arts
integration at your site?
 What skills do students learn through their participation in your STEAM
program that includes the arts?
 What does a typical school day look like for you?
 What do you remember most about your school’s STEAM program?
3. What do school leaders and teachers believe are the necessary criteria for
successfully including the arts in their schools STEAM program?
 What are some school initiatives needed in order to start an art infused
STEAM program at any school?
 Is your STEAM program that includes art integration, successful at your
school? If so what makes it a success?
 What are your personal beliefs about STEAM education and the inclusion of
the arts in the program?
 How has working in a STEAM program impacted your educational
experience and students educational experience?
 What is a STEAM component that the program cannot survive without?
 What have been some successful outcomes of teaching or integrating the arts
into a STEAM program?
 Describe your school leader’s role in your STEAM program.
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4. What do school leaders and teachers believe are obstacles for including the
arts in their schools STEAM program?
 Describe a challenge experienced by you personally when shifting to a
STEAM program that included the arts?
 What challenges have you or your team experienced in creating, maintaining
and developing a STEAM program that includes the arts?
 Are there resources that were especially difficult to obtain for the program
before or during implementation?
 What was the biggest obstacle for implementing a STEAM program that
includes the arts at your school and or in your classroom?
 What kinds of supports are needed for a STEAM program at your school?
 How can the program be improved?
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APPENDIX D
Artifact Recording Form
Research questions for the study
1. How do schools that implement a STEAM program include the arts in their
integrated school program?
2. What are common features of schools implementing a STEAM program
pertaining to including the arts in their program?
3. What do school leaders and teachers believe are the necessary criteria for
successfully including the arts in their schools STEAM program?
4. What do school leaders and teachers believe are obstacles for including the arts
in their schools STEAM program?
School Site: Desert Elementary School (K-6)
Artifact

School
Mission
and
Vision

Principal
Letter to
Parents
2020

Description

Significance/
Reflective Notes

School Mission
statement- describes
the expectations for
the school, and skills
students will walk
away with after
finishing the
program.
Letter is an
introduction to
parents describing
the school and its
programs.

Details the school’s commitment
and plan for ongoing instruction
Critical thinking, problem solving,
creativity, determination, hard
work, adaptability, a positive
mindset, and social skills

Research
Question
Connection
R1, R3

Letter includes statement” We are R1, R3
a STEAM academy…our version
of STEAM includes a focus on
Innovation, Design, Engineering,
and Art.”
Students will have opportunities to
participate in Project based
learning, Project Lead The Way,
robotics, coding, makerspace, and
art
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School
Describes school’s
Handbook expectations,
procedures, and
policies.

Defines why STEAM is
importantThe U. S. Department of
Education reports that
STEM/STEAM related jobs will
grow by 14% from 2010 to 2020
and will continue to be in high
demand well into the future. A
STEAM approach teaches
students how to think critically,
problem solve, and apply
creativity and the design process
to real world problems. These are
the skills that will prepare today’s
students to be tomorrow’s
innovators, entrepreneurs, and
leaders that create jobs, grow the
economy, transform their futures,
and make a positive impact on
society and the world.

School Site: Innovation Middle School (6th-8th)
Artifact
Description

School
Mission and
Vision

District’s
Board Policy
6142.6
Instruction:
Visual and
Performing
Arts
Education

School Mission
Statement describes
what students will
be provided through
the school’s
educational
program
Policy includes the
district governing
board’s beliefs
regarding art
instruction for all
their schools
including
Innovation Middle
School

Significance/
Reflective Notes

The school’s mission
specifically declares that
students will learn to think
critically and solve problems
through engaging coursework
in engineering and the visual
arts.
States that visual and
performing arts are essential
to a well-rounded educational
program and should be an
integral part of the course of
study offered to students at all
grade levels.
It also states that standardsbased professional
development will be
implemented to increase
teacher’ knowledge of and
ability to teach the arts
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R1, R2, R3

Research
Question
Connection
R2, R3,

R1, R2, R3

SARC
(School
Accountability
Report Card
2020-21

Provides a detailed
description of the
school and it’s
program

Confirms that every student
takes an art course for all
three years of the program.
Students learn the principles
of art and elements of design
as they study line, shape,
color, form, texture, rhythm,
and balance in compositions.
They learn basic sketching
techniques including shading.
Additionally, students express
their creativity using
technology to solve real world
problems.

R1, R3

School Site: National High School (9th-12th)
Artifact

Description

Significance/
Reflective Notes

School
website
information
about
programs

School program
information page
describes the
academy, who they
are, and their history

Mission
and Vision
Statements

Mission and vision
statement lists all
components of the
Digital Design
Academy.

School
Handbook

Describes school’s
expectations,
procedures, and
policies and more
detailed information
about cross curricular
approaches,
technology and
academic supports

The webpage explains that the
digital design academy teaches
engineering through the use of
project-based learning that
allows students to build, tinker,
and create.
The program aims to challenge
students creatively by using
hands-on real-world
approaches. The Digital Design
Academy supports
interdisciplinary units and
cross-curriculum based projects
The program handbook outlines
that cross curricular approaches
to learning including placing
emphasis on projects that span
across multiple classes
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Research
Question
Connection
R1, R2, R3

R1, R2, R3

R1, R2, R3

APPENDIX E
The National Institutes of Health Certificate
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APPENDIX F
Participant Request Letter
Dear Teacher/School Leader Participant,
You are invited to participate in a research study that seeks to describe the nature of STEAM programs in
the Antelope Valley region. Reyna E. Smith is the primary investigator for this multiple-case study through
the guidance of Umass Global University’s Doctoral Program in Organizational Leadership. You are
invited to participate because you are currently employed in a school that is implementing a STEAM
program. Participation in the study should require 45 min or less of your time in the form of an interview
and possible observations during instructional times. You have the ability to withdraw from the study at
any time.
PURPOSE: The purpose of this multi case study will be to examine and describe the integration of the arts
in instructional STEAM programs at three K-12 schools in Southern California as perceived by school
leaders and teachers.
PROCEDURES: You will be invited to participate in an individual Google Meet video conference
interview conducted by the primary investigator at your convenience. The interview will be recorded,
transcribed and the transcription will be sent back to you for review. A copy of the interview protocol will
be included with this document.
RISKS: The risks associated with the study are minimal. Participation in the study will require you to
dedicate time to answer the interview questions listed in the protocol included. The interview should take
less than 30 minutes. The questions associated with the interview may prompt an emotional response based
on your experiences which may promote a mild level of stress.
BENEFITS: The study will benefit teachers and school leaders in STEAM programs and those looking to
begin implementing STEAM programs in their school organizations. This includes elementary, middle
school and high school educators. The study aims to describe the essential elements in STEAM programs
while displaying challenges as well. The results of the study may provide educators ideas for program
development. Other researchers may use this baseline of information to conduct specific research on
STEAM education.
CONFIDENTIALITY: Confidentiality will be maintained throughout the study. Each participating school
is addressed in the study with a pseudonym and faculty/interviewee names are never identified. It will not
be possible to identify you as the person providing interview answers as you will be assigned a participant
number. All interviews and observations pertaining to you will be transcribed and sent to you for review
and maintained by the primary investigator.
Thank you for reviewing this information and your interest in participating in the study. Please do not
hesitate to ask clarifying questions. You can contact the researcher by e-mail
rsmith4@mail.umassglobal.edu, by phone 661-341-0035
Respectfully,

Reyna Smith
Principal Investigator
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APPENDIX G
Informed Consent
INFORMATION ABOUT: LEARNING AND TEACHING STEAM CURRICULUM:
A MULTIPLE CASE STUDY OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, ART,
AND MATH IN THREE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
RESPONSIBLE INVESTIGATOR: Reyna Smith, M.S.
PURPOSE OF STUDY: You are being asked to participate in a research study
conducted by Reyna Smith, a Doctoral Candidate from the School of Education at Umass
Global University. The purpose of this multicase study is to describe STEAM programs
at various schools and understand how the arts are integrated in each school’s program.
The study seeks to answer what the common features are for a STEAM program. The
research aims to determine what school leaders and teachers believe are necessary criteria
for successful STEAM program with art integration and what the biggest obstacles are.
The interview(s) will last approximately 30-45 minutes and will be conducted in a oneon-one virtual setting using Google Meet as a platform. Completion of the interview will
take place during the month of November 2021.
I understand that:
a) There are minimal risks associated with participating in this research. I understand
that the Investigator will protect my confidentiality by keeping the identifying
codes and research materials in a locked file drawer that is available only to the
researcher.
b) I understand that the interview will be audio and video recorded. The recordings will
be available only to the researcher and the professional transcriptionist. The
recordings will be used to capture the interview dialogue as a text document and to
ensure the accuracy of the information collected during the interview. All
information will be identifier-redacted and my confidentiality will be maintained.
Upon completion of the study, all recordings will be destroyed. All other data and
consents will be securely stored for three years after completion of data collection
and confidentially shredded or fully deleted.
c) The possible benefit of this study to me is that my input may help add to the research
regarding STEAM education and the role of art infusion in STEAM programs. The
findings will be available to me at the conclusion of the study and will provide new
insights about this study in which I participated. I understand that I will not be
compensated for my participation.
d) If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free to contact me
at rsmith4@mail.umassglobal.edu or by phone at (661) 341-0035 or Dr. Donald Crane
(Advisor) at crane@umassglobal.edu.
e) My participation in this research study is voluntary. I may decide to not
participate in the study and I can withdraw at any time. I can also decide not to
answer particular questions during the interview if I so choose. I understand that I
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may refuse to participate or may withdraw from this study at any time without
any negative consequences. Also, the Investigator may stop the study at any time.
f) No information that identifies me will be released without my separate consent and
that all identifiable information will be protected to the limits allowed by law. If the
study design or the use of the data is to be changed, I will be so informed and my
consent re-obtained. I understand that if I have any questions, comments, or concerns
about the study or the informed consent process, I may write or call the Office of the
Vice-Chancellor of Academic Affairs, UMASS GLOBAL, at 16355 Laguna Canyon
Road, Irvine, CA 92618, (949) 341-7641.
I acknowledge that I have received a copy of this form and the “Research
Participant’s Bill of Rights.” I have read the above and understand it and hereby
consent to the procedure(s) set forth.

__________________________________
Signature of Participant

__________________________________

Signature of Principal Investigator

___________________________________
Date
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APPENDIX H
UMASS GLOBAL UNIVERSITY INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD
Research Participant’s Bill of Rights
Any person who is requested to consent to participate as a subject in an
experiment, or who is requested to consent on behalf of another, has the following rights:
a. To be told what the study is attempting to discover.
b. To be told what will happen in the study and whether any of the procedures,
drugs or devices are different from what would be used in standard practice.
c. To be told about the risks, side effects or discomforts of the things that may
happen to him/her.
d. To be told if he/she can expect any benefit from participating and, if so, what
the benefits might be.
e. To be told what other choices he/she has and how they may be better or worse
than being in the study.
f. To be allowed to ask any questions concerning the study both before agreeing
to be involved and during the course of the study.
g. To be told what sort of medical treatment is available if any complications
arise.
h. To refuse to participate at all before or after the study is started without any
adverse effects.
i. To receive a copy of the signed and dated consent form.
j. To be free of pressures when considering whether he/she wishes to agree to be
in the study.
If at any time you have questions regarding a research study, you should ask the
researchers to answer them. You also may contact the UMASS GLOBAL Institutional
Review Board, which is concerned with the protection of volunteers in research projects.
The UMass Global Institutional Review Board may be contacted either by telephoning
the Office of Academic Affairs at (949) 341-9937 or by writing to the Vice Chancellor of
Academic Affairs, UMASS GLOBAL, 16355 Laguna Canyon Road, Irvine, CA, 92618.
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